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Poem 1000

Choosing an Identity

1

We humans evolve into a rainbow spectrum of identities,
By choosing
… Choosing, seemingly, from seven foundational choices or “colours” …
To give birth to OUR unique IDENTITY.
Our lives are accumulatively
Shaped, styled and destined by these core choices.
This ultimate ‘coloration’ of our personality
–A distinctive TONE formed from a meld of chosen “colours” –
Evolves, as we select OUR meld from seven core identity options :
What is MINE,
What gives me PLEASURE,
What I ACHIEVE,
Who influences me, and whom I influence,
Who befriends me, and whom I befriend,
Who sacrifices for me, and whom I sacrifice for,
Who would die for me, and whom I would die for.
In such a life-forming hierarchy,
“Few there are who enter” into the last choice

2

–Because it NECESSITATES trust at the most profound level.
Moreover, the trajectory FROM a fixed focus on ‘what belongs to me’,
THROUGH reciprocating each other’s influence,
To the mutual surrender of one’s life for the other,
Is a journey INTO the heart :
A journey out of SELF into the OTHER
… To the extent that we begin to dwell, within the very spirit of the other.
2

Increasingly, as one’s heart ‘twins’ with the other
–Beyond the vast middle option, of reciprocated relating –
And enters into the deepening experience of mutuality,
Inevitably … our humanity FALTERS.
At this growth point, we feel the NEED of an affirmative presence,
A presence to shepherd our choices
Into a true mutuality – one that is UNFAILINGLY
Selfless, focussed on the other, and life-giving
… A COMMUNION of hearts.
This presence, which transcends the TOTALITY of our best efforts,
Is the Divine Presence itself …
For, as we are drawn into communion,
It is the gift of our GRACED IDENTITY with the Divine
–Relationally, with the Fellowship of Abba, Jesus and the Spirit –
Which enables us to enter WHOLLY, into this communion.
The Trinity IS Communion :
And because all communion is sourced
In the Uniting relationship between a Loving Father and Beloved Son
… So all true mutuality is essentially
Trinitarian !

3

While human mutuality, left to itself,
Is inconsistent, manipulative, and unfaithful
… And ultimately falters …
Divine Communing
Is at the heart of all true human mutuality
… Which is thus a GIFT of Love Divine.
In this light, the last of our core identity choices,
Is ONLY possible
Because of the centrality of Calvary
Within human evolution
… When He who loved us and died for us,
Died not only for friends of God
But for those who reject friendships with God !
Such is God’s identity choice !

______________________________
1 Poem 1000, ‘Same Age’ Retreat (61-70), Mulgoa, June 2010.
2 Cf Mt 7:14
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Poem 1001

A Presence Who Enables

1

Abba, Your Love of us
Is a PRESENCE among us,
A LOVE – WHO – ENABLES :
Animating
Within Your Church
… Relationships
Anchored in Your Divine Fellowship
… Relationships, creative of compassion,
Participating in the Paschal Sacrifice of Your Beloved ;
… Relationships, creative of joy,
Radiating Your freeing Easter Love ;
… Relationships, creative of peace,
Ever-deepening, as You draw us
Within the Fellowship
Of Your Ascended Son
– Through His humanity, uplifted to the Divine !

____________________________
1 Poem 1001, ‘Same Age’ Retreat (61-70), Mulgoa, June 2010.
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Poem 1002

Communing As Equals

1

Jesus walked among us – as ANOTHER man, as an EQUAL .
What a wondrous dignity THIS IS for our humanity !
Yet, Jesus’ Father, and OURS, immeasurably deepens this EQUALITY,
By raising us up, to be GODLIKE
In His Beloved Son
–Drawing us all, AS EQUALS, into the heart of the Trinity !
It is our being drawn into such a Fellowship,
… In our communing, as Divinely EQUAL IN CHRIST …
That gives birth, for us,
Of a divinely depthed equality of compassion and of care
–For ALL our brothers and sisters.
Our graced energies reach out
To include ALL, to ingather ALL,
In Christ !
Thus together, we commune
With the Father of Love
Within the very heart of our NEW humanity, in Christ !
This radiates forth, not only to ALL of humankind,
But also to our whole earthen reality .
How unfathomable is our dignity … in thus being UPLIFTED
As adopted brothers and sisters to Jesus Ascended !
___________________________
1 Poem 1002, ‘Same Age’ Retreat (61-70), Mulgoa, June 2010.
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Poem 1003

Steeped in God

1

To be steeped in God,
Is to be steeped in the paschal Mystery
And thus drawn,
Through the Calvary of the self,
Into the heart of the Divine Family
… In the Paschal Person of Christ .
Thus drawn, we are ever conscious that, of us all,
There is only ONE Paschal Person – Christ
Only one entry into Mystery – Christ
Only one journey – His
Only one destiny – His
… Yet many stories – ours.
His/our journey ever-begins in the ‘earth’,
In the ‘humus’ of our humanity,
In the humility of being human.
Thus, in believing “God made us : we BELONG to Him”,

2

We experience humility, fundamentally, as DEPENDENCY on God.
This humility is Divinely deepened by Christ’s descent “to those below”,

3

A descent into the desolation of His, and our, spirits,
Into His DE-HUMANIZING experience of being abandoned by all
… OPENING us, to sharing in HIS RADICAL DEPENDENCE on God !

7

To journey, thus, is to be steeped
In the quintessentially human FAITH of Christ
–Trusting, with His fidelity,
That our Abba God ever-centers our journey
– As an Unseen, Unheard, Unfelt
… Yet EVER-IMMEDIATE Presence !
Then, in the Easter morning of our journey,
Our hoping
–Steeped in the HOPE of this most lovable and loving Son
And in His CERTAIN belief that “Abba saves !” –
Is realized, in our spirits’ depths,
Through Abba’s RE-animating Presence there !
Our Easter response is ever to REJOICE
As, Abba’s dawning Light, luminous with Love,
Floods our being
– From within –
Enveloping us with a Father’s embrace
… Re-constituting our humanity !
In disempowering death and sin, within Christ, and thus within us,
Abba wondrously re-animates –
Our vision of human dignity and possibility,
And, especially, our experience of our new humanity, in Christ !
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This ENABLING, Light of Easter,
Seamlessly weds, within us :
What is heavenly, to what is earthly !
What is of Mystery, to what is limited !
What is Eternal, to what is of time !
It fuses Divine Love with the tremulous affection of human hearts,
– Churching open hearts into unity.
Thus togethered in Christ,
We are en-Personed as earth’s New Human Being
Swept up into Christ’s exhilaration for humanity’s possibilities !
Moreover, in His ecstatic yearning for Abba,
We are uplifted, in the Ascension of humanity,
Into the arms of Love !
In His Ascension, we are drawn into a KISS
So tender, so intimate, so beautiful, so complete.
… That Abba’s very Divinity
Deluges our whole human reality,
Such that, as ‘the Beloved of Abba’,
We are suffused with His Spirit –
Wholly en-Spirited in God !
Yet God is not content with ANY limits-for-us :
God IS Revelation !
God IS Openness !
God IS Gift Eternal !
Thus, God’s Love is both DEPTHLESS and ETERNALLY OVERFLOWING !
9

Even Their Spirit of Union
Is shared with us,
… Within Their Communion of Love …
Such that we
– Embodied and empowered, as the Beloved,
Enraptured in Love –
RADIATE this same Spirit to others !

_____________________________
1 Poem 1003, ‘Same Age’ Retreat (61-70), Mulgoa, June 2010.
2 Ps 100:3
3 In the phrase “ad inferos”: literally ‘to those below’, and translated ‘into hell’, in the Apostles Creed.
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Poem 1004

Breath of Paschal Love

1

Prayer is the Breath of Paschal Love
… Breathing through our lives.
It is the Breath of Paschal Communing
… Rousing spirits, enlivening lives !
These in-Spirations,
These movements, sighs, pleas, and murmurings of the Spirit,
Enliven lives
– Not my singular life, but OURS,
Ours, because only together …
Are we, IN Christ !
Are WE, Christ !
… En-Spirited, AS Jesus Ascended,
With Abba’s Spirit of Enlivening !
This Ascensional Enrapture
Is our Sacrament of Prayer,
Centered …
On a Son’s SURRENDER on the Cross,
And on a Father’s heartfelt Easter ACCEPTANCE,
And culminating …
In Abba’s Embrace of Love in the Ascension
… An encounter, divinizing ALL created relationships !
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This Prayer,
This rapturous ‘homecoming dialogue’ of Christ, with Abba,
Encompasses –
Both Christ’s IN-BREATHING of the Spirit of Communing
… As Abba en-Spirits the humanity of His Beloved ;
And Christ’s OUT-BREATHING of this same Spirit of Communing
As, TOGETHER, Abba and Jesus Ascended,
Release the Spirit’s Enlivening within our humanity.
To pray, thus,
Is to be DRAWN within this Enrapture :
– As sons and daughters of Love
–To be RECEPTIVE to the Spirit’s Enlivening,
– And to ENLIVEN other spirits with our own Enlivening
… Breathing Love’s Spirit IN …
… Breathing Love’s Spirit OUT …
–The Gift, the same !
Its RHYTHM is the Paschal Rhythm
Of living, dying, and living !
The heart of this praying, is ABIDING …
In Jesus Ascended, with Abba, through the Spirit
… Letting Their Paschal Love, BREATHE through all our lives !

_____________________________
1 Poem 1004, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2010.
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Poem 1005

All Suffering Can Be Transformative

1

There is no suffering
That Jesus cannot transform
Into a pilgrimage
Leading through His own DIVINIZED suffering on the Cross
… To our Embrace in the Ascended One.
Initially, our suffering spirits
Are gently pressed to the heart of Abba
– As was Jesus’ at the moment of His death,
So that …
WITH the Risen and Ascended Jesus
– Raised and uplifted by a Father’s Love –
We are drawn into the very HEART
Of Divine Comfort
… Into the transcending experience of Divine Fellowship !

________________________________
1 Poem 1005, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2010.
NOTE: See allied poem Poem1181.
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Poem 1006

Alive with the Music of God

1

Good lives are lived IN RHYTHM with God,
With the Music of God’s heart .
It summons us into Life,
Uplifts us with melodies of Love,
And calls us home to the Heaven
… Of hearts for ever in harmony !
This symphony of Divine Fellowship
Resounds throughout Creation …
Setting it vibrating, in time with the Divine,
So that the rhythm of our hearts
… the cadences of OUR minds
… the soaring of OUR spirits
Can resonate in response
… Becoming living echoes of the Divine,
Harmonics of Love.
The Music of the Heart of God
Is at the very core of all life
– Prompting every movement of the human heart,
Enlivening our imaginations,
Energizing, elevating our spirits.
In this way, the Spirit of Harmony
Synchronizes –
Our outer, with our inner persons,
Our past and future, with our present,
Our very lives … with others.
14

The Divine Violinist
Not only draws forth …
Unique tunes from each human heart,
And resonant CHORDS from hearts in harmony,
But also draws melodies
From sub-atomic “strings” ,
From the vibrancies of the visible world,
And from the symphonic anthems of galaxies spangled with stars .
All these tunes, melodies and anthems
Coalesce into the warm timbre
Of a joyous and sunlit HUMAN VOICE
– The soaring voice of the Ascended Jesus :
“O Abba, Abba !
We’ve come home to Your Song
… To Your Heart !
Our spirits thrill to SING YOU PRAISE !”

____________________________
1 Poem 1006, Marian Valley monthly retreat, Gold Coast hinterland, September 2010.
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Poem 1007

Be As Compassionate As Your Father

1

Loving Abba,
Limitless Ocean of loving-kindness

2

Open our hearts to the wonders
Of Your depthless compassion.

also 2

Through Your en-thusiastic Spirit
– The Spirit of Empathetic Love –
RESHAPE our hearts
Into copies of Your Beloved’s compassionate heart …
So that, heartbeat by heartbeat,
Your HESED – gift to Your Beloved –

3

May flow freely from OUR hearts
And find a home, without fear or favour,
In ANY hurting heart.
O Mystery of Love,
Enable this ‘Abba-compassion’ of ours
Ever to WITHHOLD JUDGING its recipient
– Because, this ‘holy withholding’ is ITSELF COMPASSION !
Since it is only You , Abba, who fully knows the other’s heart
–And that heart’s hidden history and hopes –
Our emulation of Your ‘Divine withholding’,
Gentles us to DECLINE TO CONDEMN.
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Even for what seems to be –
An obviously sinful life-stance,
Or an attitude of outright selfishness,
At a deep level, enable us, Abba, to do what Your Beloved does :
–To let compassion FLOW
–To envelop the person as they are !
At a deeper level, move us, like Jesus,
To forgive these enemies of Love.
At the deepest level, empower us
To LOVE such persons, even unto the Cross
–With open affection
–With no reservations
–With no HOPE of return .
In THUS loving,
Cause us, Abba –
To respond to the person’s hate, with GOODNESS,
To respond to the person’s curses and abuse,
With BLESSINGS that come from the heart,
And to respond to personal mistreatment,
With PRAYER which is one with the Sacrifice of Your Son
… To love as we are loved
… To be as compassionate as You are, Abba.
… Yes – to be compassionate to ENEMIES !
______________________________________
1 Poem 1007, Marian Valley monthly retreat, Gold Coast hinterland, September 2010.
2 Both phrases ‘loving-kindness’ and ‘depthless compassion’ are translations, of the Hebrew ‘HESED’ – God’s
Covenanted love for His People.
3 See Note on 2.
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Poem 1008

Christ and Our Internetted Lives

1

In today’s world, as the intensifying experience
Of our mobile-connected, and internetted lives
Becomes more distracting and invasive …
It threatens to crowd out Christ’s patient, quietly-abiding Presence amongst us.
Also, it portends, increasingly,
To SEEP into our Eucharistic consciousness –
Blurring its focus,
Diluting its CENTERING and TRANSFORMATIVE CAPICITIES
… Even to de-valuing core experiences of our Paschal living .
Such all-encompassing technologies can even white-ant our IDENTITY
… As followers of Christ, our Servant Leader,
… And as graced imitators of Christ, the Prayerful One .
Contrariwise …
When we are drawn into a deepening relationship with Christ
– In a process mirroring the slow maturing RHYTHMS
Of earthen, biological life –
Then, the Ascended Jesus
… Phase by phase, grace flowing out of grace …
Reveals our true, deepest, IDENTITY
As HIS !
As such, gift by gift,
We come to share in the Divine Son’s HUMAN identity,
And indeed, His DESTINY !
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In so doing, we truly become our REAL self,
By sharing in the Paschal Jesus’ BIRTHRIGHT
As the RE-BORN, Ascended Child of Abba
… CO-BREATHER of the Paschal Spirit of Love !
For us, to be IN Christ, THUS
– To be a person who has “dug deeply” ,

2

And laid one’s foundations on the ROCK of Christ –
Is to put aside the internetted world’s distractive, invasive offers,
And to accept, gratefully, Christ’s Paschal Gift of HIS Identity !
It is to BECOME, with Him, progressively,
… The servant guide to lonely or lost people,
… The hand-in-hand companion of the marginalized,
… The feet-washer of the humble,
… And critically, the crucified one – for each and every sinner !
It is also to become one with the Beloved Son
As he yearns to share His life’s CENTERING RELATIONSHIP with Abba.
It is to become one with Him who is
… The Praying Heart of His People,
… The Contemplative One, in the midst of a chaotic world,
… The Intimate of Mystery, wholly open to the Spirit of Communing !
What a glorious inheritance is ours –
As sister, as brothers to Jesus, as children of Abba !
______________________________
1 Poem 1008, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
2 Lk 6:48
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Poem 1009

Receiving the Spirit from the Needy

1

The Spirit is always
The Spirit of giving AND receiving
Never of one-in-isolation.
Thus, if a person ‘monopolizes’ giving,
– Being unwilling to receive –
Believing only as a ‘giver’ is he empowered,
… Then, his is a power that can OPPRESS :
“His” recipients, can be exploited,
And even, ultimately, disempowered.
True giving gives birth to true receiving,
And opens the hearts,
Both of the receiver, to truly receive,
And of the giver, to truly give.
Thus a COMMUNION of giving and receiving arises
… And, if hearts continue to respond,
In the Spirit of Openness,
This ‘circle of love’ can widen
To encompass all of the world’s hearts, IN Christ !

20

Thus the neediness of one heart
Opens up the neediness in the other :
The “poor-in-spirit” recipient
– Gracious in humility, heartfelt in gratitude –
Becomes a womb for transforming hearts .
The Spirit who Changes Hearts in both receiver and giver …
Imitative, firstly, of that Spirit of Jesus willing to ACCEPT
The support of Simon of Cyrene,
Therein also, gently challenges the giver –
To sense his OWN poverty of spirit,
To own his NEED of grace,
To depth his spirit’s THIRST,
So that, through his initial giving,
His spirit is TRANSFORMED
2

… As “heart speaks to heart”.

As one spirit OPENS to the other,
As “deep calls to the deep”,

3

The Transformative Spirit is received, within his heart
– FROM THOSE to whom he gave !
Thus, the Circle of Love widens to include himself,
And the Dance of Life dancers
Exult … to welcome a giver,
Now renewed, by receiving !

___________________________
1 Poem 1009, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
2 Bl. John Henry Newman. 3 Ps 42:7 (N.R.S.V.)
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Poem 1010

Circle of Belonging

1

Within God Eternal
There are no memories, no imaginings.
The Mystery of Love
Does not reflect or desire,
Does not discern or plan.
The Mystery of Love
Is Now.
Eternal Love
Does not grow :
For Them,
Bud, blossom and fruit
Are one .
There is no evolution
Within the Divine Relationship
… No RE-sponse
Of One to the Other.
The Fellowship of Eternity
Is Love …
Wholly in Love
With Love .
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Each is WHOLLY Present
To the Other
In the Other.
They experience
One Eternal Presence
As a Circle of Belonging :
Threefold, Their Giving,
Eternally One,
Their Joy ;
Threefold, Their Receiving,
Eternally One,
Their Thanks ;
In Fellowship, One,
One, in Fellowship .

________________________________
1 Poem 1010, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
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Poem 1011

Eternity Weds Time, in Christ

1

For us
Eternity touches time, IN Jesus our earthen brother,
Who, as our Glorified Brother, sends His Spirit, to open our spirits,
Coaxing forth the outpourings of our hearts
… To draw us into Abba’s Eternal Embrace.
This Spirit of the Paschal Jesus, breathes through our dreams,
Centering our hopes within the Paschal Mystery
… Such that, Abba reaches out IN TIME,
To GATHER our hearts, IN Jesus suffering and dying,
Until, Paschally TRANSFORMING TIME, IN Jesus Glorified,
He draws us inwards, to His Son’s Eternal Heart,
Into His Eucharistic Moment .
This Paschal Moment is simultaneously, a SACRED SPACE
– Christ’s GLORIFIED BODY
… Christ’s very PERSON, Risen and Ascended !
… Our PORTAL into Eternity !
… The Source of the Spirit
For our New Humanity !
And our own Eternal Home !

____________________________
1 Poem 1011, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
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Poem 1012

Blessed ! Blessed ! Blessed Are You

1

Blessed ! Blessed ! Blessed are You !
Our Glorious God of Love !
Through this Eucharist of Sacrificial Love,
Through Your Beloved’s outpouring of love,
FILL TO OVERFLOWING,
All hurting hearts around the world
IN NEED of You :
Deeply comfort them ;
Draw them tenderly into Your Circle of Love .
Set their hearts ever more free …
Free to REVITALIZE their own relationships,
Free to FIRE the communities who nurture them :
– So that, enabled by Your Loving Spirit,
ALL HEARTS MAY CHANGE,
And … Paschally regenerated
Through this Mystery of Sacrifice enfolding us …
COME ALIVE
Within Your Circle of Love and Belonging ;
– So that, with renewed enthusiasm,
Your Beloved’s joy is their gift to each one,
His peace, their gift together .
______________________________
1 Poem 1012, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
NOTE: This poem is one of my prayers for daily mass.
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Poem 1013

In Need of You

1

Abba, Jesus, Love-Spirit,
We, I, come, IN NEED of You :
… Abba, FATHER me
To become ever more Your Child
And – in drawing others through me
To Christ, and IN Him –
Be ever more OUR Father !
… Jesus, dearest Brother,
Fondly BROTHER us
–Both personally,
And, most profoundly AS One Family together,
To be attentive, devoted,
And tenderly loving Children of Abba .
… Love-Spirit ! All-Unifying Presence !
You are the transcending ‘INNER’, to our OUTER world :
Deeply en-Spirit our ‘heart-reach’ to each other,
So that Your Wondrous Spiritualizing Presence may transform
Our OUTER, with Your INNER communing .

_______________________________
1 Poem 1013, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
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Poem 1014

Graced

1

To be Fathered … To be IN Jesus Ascended
… To be En-Spirited
–To live WITHIN the spirits of all whom they Trinity INDWELLS
Is to be vitalized by GRACE !
It is also to be vitalized by the countless graces EACH receives :
I, we, experiencing ALL the graces, the MANY RECEIVE
… These graces being OUR experience of continual mutuality .
The graces each ‘other’ receives, I receive –
Personally. Really.
Still, I receive them, vicariously … as ‘ THEIRS’
– The entry point, being the personal ‘openness’ of this ‘other’ spirit, to mine .
In effect, I experience such graces, not actively, but empathetically .
Grace is, firstly, for the giftee …
Both, to accept, and to respond to, the gift of the grace .
I we, CO-EXPERIENCE
Both the reception of this luminous gift,
And the person’s responsiveness to it
… For, WHEREVER there is good, God ACTS
And we, as Love’s Adoptees, CO-ACT .
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Be such a grace –
The grace of repentance,
Or the grace of inspiration,
The grace of co-suffering with Jesus,
Or the grace of Paschal rejoicing,
… Our co-experiencing of this same grace
Is not, by way of specifically felt repentance, co-suffering, or rejoicing …
But by way, of THANKGIVING .
Our co-experience is one of gratitude for the grace
– A mutual AMEN for God’s Love .
Our co-experiencing is thus, essentially, EUCHARISTIC
– A Paschal Mutuality .
Yet it is a mutuality that is co-experienced
In a profoundly personal and real way :
While all are graced together
When ONE is graced …
Other hearts are also wondrously illuminated by God’s loving visitation
Enabling us to resonate together, as a choir of heartfelt gratitude .
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Thus, to BE IN Jesus Ascended,
Is to be a living RESONANCE
Of God’s Word sounding in the heart of any other,
And, together – to respond to that Word, reverberating within the Trinity .
Thus, registering a grace in another, does not ask US to be
Impartial, or bystanders,
But rather, participants in the Paschal bounty
Pouring forth from the Heart of God :
What touches one, touches all,
What inspires one, inspires all !
When one is saved, all rejoice
When one experiences union, all exult !
Love’s Bounty is not to be shared, PART BY PART,
But WHOLLY enjoyed by each, and by all .
Each heart, in Christ, thrills to God’s embrace of another’s heart .
When ONE’S dancing, within the Dance of Love,
Is highlighted …
All hearts exhilarate :
Grace … opening the heart of the one, opens the hearts of all !

__________________________________
1 Poem 1014, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September, 2010.
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Poem 1015

‘More and More’ to ‘Less and Less’

1

Life, GONE AWRY,
See us locked in the pursuit
‘Of MORE and MORE’
Of life’s many attractions,
But especially, of our ever-enticing QUESTS
For recognition, for possessions, for pleasure, for power .
This relentless questing is our complex way
Of having others fill our SELF’S unsatisfiable needs !
Even the MEANS of attaining such quests
Themselves, become adrenalized, COMPULSIVE pursuits …
With the following, dominant among many others :
– The frenetic, tunnelled-vision pursuit of money
– Relentless workaholism, or other self-absorbed involvements
–Serial risk-taking, calculated primarily to impress
– A driving urge to socialize or network .
Both the quests, and these pursuits, among others,
Inevitably lead to the ALL-CONSUMING sacrifice
… Of one’s time, and resources,
… Of one’s relationships, and deeper priorities .
All furthermore, are reducible to a key desperate stratagem
– A SIGNAL to one’s world, that “I’ve made it”,
Satisfying our craving TO DISPLAY what is mine !
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This craving ranges
–From displays of the OBVIOUSLY PERSONAL
… Of one’s dress or symbols, of one’s physical appeal or prowess,
Of one’s sexual allure, of one’s sheer personal presence ;
–To a competitive display of one’s CORE ABILITIES
… Of knowledge, intelligence, will-power, or creativity ;
–To an equally competitive display of one’s ALLIANCES :
… Parading the ‘trophy’ wife, husband, or partner,
… Highlighting one’s power or political contacts,
… Or one’s membership of prized clubs or groups .
Then there are DISPLAYS of a more public dimension …
–From the calculated display of one’s WEALTH,
Especially of its EXTENT, through degrees of luxury ;
–To the display of the degree of one’s mastery of the social world,
Or of one’s personal magnetism, ‘insider’ access, or mastery of the media,
–Or, to the ultimate in public display : the display of EXERTING POWER .
Always critical to such a person, is the ability to control
Both the decision-making processes, and their communication .
Critical also is the contrived, ‘massaging’ of its ‘popular’ acceptance .
Such compulsive displays, evident within any ‘quest’ ,
Can easily become ADDICTIVE
–Feeding off the highly adrenaline-charged processes which drive them !
Thus beyond the ceaseless questing for ‘more and more’ in life,
The ‘addict’ undergoes a BIO-CHEMICALIZED re-inforcement of the process,
Whereby one’s life becomes a craving for more and more, and more
–Nothing satisfies !
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Contrariwise … a freer, more purposeful, and communal-focussed life
Is a life, based precisely on – BEING SATISFIED :
‘Sufficient is enough’.
Even here, a spectrum of possibilities exists :
From a life tailored to middling aspirations or motivations …
To a self-chosen, simple lifestyle, CONTENT with essentials,
To a truly self-sacrificial, ascetic lifestyle .
Freer still, and also more deeply purposeful, and community-conscious,
Is a life lived by the scriptural ‘little ones’, the Gospel ‘poor in spirit’.
These, Paschal Life calls continually, to become ‘less and less’
… To become those blest ones who know their NEED OF GOD !
These live the life Jesus lived in His public ministry :
Open-hearted, joyous, simple and truly needy
–Dependent completely, both on His Abba-God,
And on the loving-kindness of the community who accompanied Him .
Jesus – being born poor, publicly identifying with the poor,
Choosing His disciples from the poor,
Crucified poor, bereft even of clothing,
Surrendering even His own Mother, to our care,
And feeling wholly abandoned, especially by His Abba God –
Was IMPOVERISHED ABSOLUTELY,
When His very life was forcibly torn from Him
… While, paradoxically, being lovingly HANDED OVER , FOR US !
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Indeed, Jesus PERMITTED His death
–Because, in His poverty, He was transcendently FREE,
His spirit transparently open to Abba’s ;
–Because His death was purposeful, reflecting His Abba’s will …
That He loved without limit, to the very point of death,
– Because His life was anchored in the deepest intimacy with Abba, LIFE itself
SUFFUSED by the Spirit of LIFE.
So utter was Jesus’ surrender – becoming wholly self-less,
That His death gave Him entry, as man,
Into the Eternal US of the Trinity .
And solely through Christ, do WE, as Love’s adoptees,
Also enter now,
Into that Eternal Us – that Paschal Fellowship of God,
With our humanity wholly embraced, and en-Spirited !
Becoming ‘less and less’, we enter ‘EVER MORE’ into Christ’s Eternity with God,
‘EVER MORE’ into Paschal joy and peace,
‘EVER MORE’ into Abba’s Love for us, in Jesus Ascended !
Thus, to be poor in spirit, evangelically needy,
Is to allow our earthly SELF to become ‘less and less’,
Yet only so …
That we may ‘EVER MORE’ be ONE with Abba, in the Spirit
… ‘EVER

MORE’ experiencing

being ‘ALL in ALL’

Within Their Fellowship of God !
_________________________________
1 Poem 1015, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2010.
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Poem 1016

Our Paschal Brother’s Identity

1

As worldliness seeps, disarmingly, into our conversations,
Creeping disingenuously into our internetted lives,
… Continuously threatening to undermine our Paschal living …
It seems an insidious ‘eclipse of God’ is occurring :
–Not so much an outright rejection of Christianity,
But an equivocal, but barely disguised desire
To discount and subvert our deepest identity .
With the worldly, we murmur, “Why should we bother?”
To the demands of ‘being Christ’,
And fail to respond when the world-weary taunt,
“Why intrude on US with your Christian hang-ups ?”
Such duplicitous worldliness
Will always seek to white-ant the “narrow way”

2

Of God-seeking hearts .
Yet, as we Christians are continually drawn, together,
Into a Paschal Covenant of Love,
Jesus Ascended always reveals OUR true identity …
His !
– Our Paschal Brother’s OWN IDENTITY !
We’re called to be alive with His CONSCIOUSNESS
… Lovably human, lovably divine …
Alive with HIS self-same Paschal destiny,
Lovably alive in the Spirit, in the arms of a welcoming Father !
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Oh ! What fools we would be
To trade THIS – for cosmopolitan fickleness and worldly-wise envy
… When, like Mary, we can choose “the better part”.

3

Personally, as a CO-SHARER of the Beloved’s identity,
I’ll only truly BE myself –
Through living the authentic expression of my birth-right :
As the lovable offspring of Love !
As Child of Abba !
As brother to Christ !
–Suffused with the Spirit of Life
… As are ALL my co-sharers !
To be such a person
–One who has “dug deeply”
And “laid his foundation on the ROCK” … of Christ –

4

Is to gently, firmly, put aside
The world’s easier choices
And “set our hearts only”

5

On our Ascended’s Brother’s
Ultimate gift to us :
HIS identity !
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Such a choice WILL be unpopular,
And WILL cause us social consternation .
However, in living AS THE BELOVED,
We are Churched with other lovers
–Lovingly communing with ‘other Christs’,
And being companioned by other pilgrim hearts, enlivened by hope !
So, as we CO-IDENTIFY
With Christ, the Chosen of Abba’s heart,

6

Our destiny is to be –
Feet-washers to the humble,
Friends, hand-in-hand with outcasts,
But also crucified ‘live-offerings’
Of our communities of worship
… Crucified, FOR that very world
That distains us,
7

And ultimately, as Jesus pledges, “hates” us .
To be one with Jesus Ascended, thus,
Is to be one with “the civilization of love”,

8

… To join Love on the Cross
At the cross roads of Life,
… To enter His Mystery of Paschal Fellowship
Within the Heart of all hearts .

____________________________
1 Poem 1016, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, October 2010.
2 Mt 7:13

3 Lk 11:42

4 Both Lk 6:48

7 Jn 15:19

8 Pope John Paul (?)

5 Lk 12:31

6 Cf Jn 1:34

2
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Poem 1017

Humility : A Welcome to God

1

“ Let hearts rejoice who search for the Lord
… Seek always the face of the Lord .”

Ps 105:3,4

“All who humble themselves will be exalted .”

Lk 18:14

As we, with deep reverence, allow these sacred scriptures
To resonate alive, within our spirits,
A luminous paradox arises …
Namely, that ‘self-humbling’ equates to always ‘searching for the Lord,’
… Such that the continuous HUMBLING of one’s self
–Not the proactive use of one’s positive gifts –
Is what the God whose-face-we-seek, desires for us .
Therefore, ‘seeking’ God by accentuating the role
Of say, our intellect, proactively in this quest,
Ultimately cloaks the truth of this revealed paradox .
Similarly, highlighting the roles of our emotions or imagination
To stimulate, or attempt to realize, our longing for Love
Also obscures this Divine Wisdom .
Even highlighting the empowering of one’s will
To intensify our questing, by going DEEPER within one’s spirit
– Through meditative or contemplative ‘searching’,
Through prayer-forms of silence and stillness, of watching and waiting –
While, profoundly earnest …
Still miss the mark .
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This is because our Loving God is ALREADY present with us
And, in our self-initiated efforts to FIND our life’s Source,
We fail to sense the all-enveloping Reality :
That God ceaselessly SEEKS US,
That Love forever yearns for OUR hearts !
Yet, this Loving ‘Heart of our hearts’
Does not spurn our effort-based strivings
But kindly ENABLES each … with grace
– Transforming our every initiative, to a stance of openness,
And uses every self-effort, to DRAW us ever closer
Within Love’s Embrace .
Still, Love prefers that our ‘searching’
Be not at the level of our initiative,
– Even if this be at the SUMMIT of our core POWERS –
But to allow the Divine to suffuse ALL
… As the Reality, deep within, where self-denial, self-humbling happen
… When we become AN OPENNESS TO GOD !
Here, we know, we CANNOT LIFT OURSELVES UP to God,
But that our humility itself
Becomes, paradoxically, a POSITIVE reality :
A WELCOME TO GOD !
An INVITATION TO LOVE !
And that our choice of self-emptying
Draws Love to us, NOT because of our effort
But because Love chooses … to BE ATTRACTED !
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In this enrapturing encounter
… Our humility is deepened
In the enabling light of the luminous truth …
As we learn WE are the lovable FOCUS of Eternal Love !
Only through this way of humility, can we be said to ‘SEEK’ God
– Seeking only to be A WELCOME TO GOD
… Courtesy of Love’s very own grace of humble self-denial !
… BEING sculpted into the image of the Crucified One !
In all other ways of ‘SEEKING’ God, we failing creatures
End up being subverted to our egos
– At times in the most subtle of ways –
As we somehow persuade ourselves, that WE CAN ACCESS GOD
… Thus acting, effectively, as God’s EQUAL !
It is THEN, prompted by grace,
We need to recall :
– That “nobody can come to ME
Except Abba draws him”,

2

–That we thus “belong” to Love Crucified, Risen and Ascended
… Belong to the One
Who is the eternal lovable focus of Abba’s Love !
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Moreover, even when, as humble ones, we are ‘exalted’
– ADOPTED as the Father’s Beloved One,
Raised up to Equality in Fellowship,
In the HERE and NOW of our lives –
We ONLY see Love’s Enbeautying Face,
ONLY experience Love’s super-abounding Goodness
When given the GRACE to do so .
It is the Father who always DRAWS us
Within the graced interplay of Mystery suffusing our lives,
–Within Sacraments of Transcendence,
–Within experiences of Presence .
So the best we can hope for, experientially
– Before the gift of death removes Eternity’s covers –
Is to IMITATE who WE TRULY ARE,
To IMITATE who we have BECOME within the Cloud of Faith :
JESUS – “the nearest to Abba’s heart”!

3

Thus, in IMITATING His wondrous humanity
… By loving ALL,
Never withholding love, even from the enemies of love,
Loving, like the Compassionate Son, until it hurts …
We are enabled to love, until with Him, we die of love !
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Thus, by imitating God, behaving like God,
Especially God in His HUMILITY REVEALED
– In Jesus –
We become a WECOME TO GOD,
AN INVITATION TO LOVE,
So that ‘exalted’, in Jesus Ascended,
God welcomes God
To breathe forth God
… As the Divine Spirit who breathes through our lives !

___________________________________
1 Poem 1017, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, late October 2010.
2 Jn 6:24
3 Jn 1:18
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Poem 1018

God’s Suffering

1

For the Ascended Christ, as for the Eternal Son,
Abba’s Gift of His very self,
In the Mutuality of the Spirit,
Begets Him – not as a baby child, but as the Glory of our renewed humanity .
As the surpassingly expressive Living Likeness to Abba,
Christ now radiates the Glory of earth’s new humanity, from WITHIN God’s heart !
Indeed, OUR Christ, there, is boundlessly joyful, peaceful and ever-thankful
– The Eucharist of human gratitude, Personified !
As our earthen Son of Love, overflowing with thanks,
Abba’s Beloved re-offers His Self, as Gift to Abba
In the Mutuality of the Paschal Spirit .
In so doing, Jesus Ascended is infinitely POOR, in this Giving of Self,
As He is Eternally, and infinitely RICH
In ACCEPTING, as Son of Earth, Abba’s Gift of HIMSELF .
Thus, in His infinite POVERTY,
Christ the Son Eternal …
While ‘SUFFERING’ the limitless LOSS, of His very self, to Abba,
Personifies the boundlessness of our human need, in our depthless yearning for Abba .
Moreover, in ‘matching’ Abba, in HIS self-giving,
–In ‘matching’ Abba’s OWN limitless LOSS, and NEED, –
Christ, our compassionate earthly brother, CO-SUFFERS, with Abba,
… In a COMMUNION OF ‘SUFFERING’!
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Within the Spirit, who IS Mutuality,
The self of Both
Is a self, infinitely OPEN :
– Surpassingly open in MUTUALITY,
Open to RECEIVE, surpassingly,
Open to GIVE, surpassingly,
And, in giving … OPEN to ‘SUFFERING’ LIMITLESS LOSS AND NEED .
For both Beloved Father and Beloved Son,
Within this Spirit of Mutuality and Openness,
Each, is wholly CONSCIOUS of the Other ‘suffering’ loss and need,
And Each is simultaneously and limitlessly COM-PASSIONATE for the Other .
Indeed, the very Gift of Each’s self-offering to the Other
Does, itself, divinely ‘HEAL’ the ‘suffering’ Other !
–Divinely VIVIFY the Other !
–Divinely FULFIL the Other !
Thus, Father, Son and Spirit Divinely COMMUNE with Each Other
… Such that, WITHIN the Person of the Spirit,
–BETWEEN the Loving Father and the Loving Son –
Mutual consciousness
Mutual vivifying
Mutual fulfilment
Mutual communion
HAPPEN !
Therefore, what is MUTUAL, is thus also TRIUNE Fellowship
… A Fellowship radiated forth in the Person of the Spirit !
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AND, AS WITH THE ASCENDED CHRIST, SO IT IS WITH US :
Thus, in Christ, in His Pasch, within the Fellowship Divine
– And thus also, in Eucharist –
All that SO happens eternally … happens in space-time
–Happens thus, within our new humanity, IN Christ !
Thus the Son of Love Ascended
Draws US into His mutual EXPERIENCE with Abba :
– Draws US through Calvary, into Their communion of COM-PASSION,
–Draws US through Easter into Their communion of ENLIVENING,
– Draws US in His Ascension, into Their communion
Of mutual fulfilment and oneness in the Spirit,
And draws US, in the Church-that-is-His-Embodiment,
Into Their communing in the Spirit-within-humanity
… Especially and intensely so, in the Eucharist !

______________________________
1 Poem 1018, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, November 2010.
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Poem 1019

Steeped in Forgiveness

1

As sinners drawn within Love’s Circle,
Our Life, in Christ, is birthed, in forgiveness,
Nourished and renewed through forgiveness
– Truly blossoming when, forgiveness RECEIVED,
Becomes forgiveness GIVEN,
… Finally fruiting and ripening,
When enemies are enfolded
Within the arms of forgiveness .
Thus as OUR suns SET, steeped in forgiveness,
Other suns DAWN, primed for forgiveness :
… READIED – within an ecclesial stream of forgiven hearts –
For forgiveness, the first child of faith,
To become OUR INHERITANCE :
… Its channel, our open-hearted brother, Jesus !
… The breath of its inspiration – the Spirit of the Crucified !
… Its glory, Abba, the womb of all compassion !
Indeed, forgiveness is in our very blood :
The self-same glorified blood of Jesus Ascended,
Gathering us, vivifying us AS ONE
– En-PERSONING us, as the FORGIVING ONE !
________________________________
th

1 Poem 1019, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, November 9 2010.
NOTE: Composed, two days before entry into Saint Andrew’s Hospital, for my major back operation on 11/11/2010.
Discharged almost five weeks later on 14/12/2010. Poems 1020, 1021, 1022, composed in hospital. – Author.
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Poem 1020

Always There Waiting … Within Our Suffering
“Suffering is a FUNDAMEMTAL means of salvation .”

1

Ben XVI.

Because suffering is at the very core
Of God’s loving us …
IF we are self-centred,
Suffering remains with us – as ours, ours alone
… Lone souls adrift in the darkness,
Facing meaninglessness, lovelessness, and sterility .
However, if we allow ourselves to be drawn WITHIN suffering,
To its very heart – then, Christ’s Presence THERE,
Can CENTER our whole being
… So that HIS identity, HIS consciousness, and HIS destiny
Becomes OURS …and ours, HIS
– In a word, our suffering … naturally and wholly … becomes HIS !
– His to direct to its myriad saving purposes,
Purposes that are NOW meaniful, and LOVE-FILLED !
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Ultimately, the CENTERING reality of Christ’s Presence within suffering,
Is that our Ascended Jesus SHEPHERDS us
Through all the suffering sin generates
… Especially through DEATH : sin’s culmination.
In shepherding us, Christ’s single-hearted MISSION
– Moving us beyond the cages of our self-absorption,
Beyond the grip of lust, greed, and self-empowering –
Is to remove the DEATH-OF-LOVE within our hearts .
Wondrously, Jesus’ own LOVED-FILLED death
Disempowers this death-of-love within human hearts
– Resuscitating, regenerating, vivifying our humanity
… So we become “a new creation” IN Christ, who IS Love !
Thus, ALL of our suffering, self-woundedness and communal pain
Is handed over to, embraced and transformed eternally by, the Paschal Christ !

_________________________________
1 Poem 1020, Composed while in Saint Andrew’s Hospital, Brisbane (5 weeks), November – December 2010.
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Poem 1021

Suffering’s Centre : An Open-Armed Father

1

“There is no evil, from which God cannot draw greater good .” John Paul 11.

There is no suffering of ours
That Jesus cannot draw, and transform,
Within His own experience of suffering
On Cavalry’s Cross .
Faith alone allows us to know that this is so .
Thus, drawn gently into Jesus’s agonizing, truly inhuman ordeal,
Our suffering, WITHIN HIS,
Is transformed, by journeying – not alone – but WITH HIM ,
AS ABBA’S EASTER LIGHT dawns WITHIN HIM !
In Jesus, our suffering spirits
Are most fondly PRESSED, to Abba’s Heart,
With the tenderest, Fatherly love .
The OUTCOME is that we, in the unfolding of Jesus’ ordeal,
Become Abba’s OWN special care
– “As for an only Son”!

2
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Thus, at the very heart of all our suffering,
Is the CERTAINITY of an accompanying Brother, and of an open-armed Father !
In Abba’s enveloping arms, suffering loses ALL its impact ;
Indeed, death itself is utterly DISEMPOWERED – forever !
Death, IN Christ, becomes but a POINT of transition
– An opening to Eternal Bliss …
All those in Christ are drawn into the Easter rhythm of Abba’s Heart !
Thus, our passage through death, IS Christ’s own Paschal Body
– A Body wondrously restored to Life Unbounded,
By the Father of all tenderness
… Through the re-vivifying Breath of the Spirit !
Marvellously, we are already – NOW – through the embrace of grace,
ALIVE TOGETHER as Christ’s very own BODY,
And our experience is that suffering and death, in themselves,
Lose any pretence of meaning, power, and significance
–For Christ has entered into their very centre,
And found there …
The Eternal, Enabling, Welcoming Presence of a Loving Father !
In surrendering our powerlessness into Christ’s care,
We do not mirror, but RE-ACTUALIZE, IN HIM,
Jesus’s own utter surrender
Into Abba’s arms of tenderness .
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Some, at this point, are given the special grace
Of ACTIVELY CO-SUFFERING with Christ
–As was Mary in a pre-eminent, and all-inclusive way
… Becoming the Paschal pattern, for all CO-REDEMPTIVE suffering, within the Church .
As we continue to re-actualize Christ’s Paschal journey,
We are raised with Jesus
Out of suffering
Into the profound joy of Divine Fellowship .
Our tears are no more,
Our communal burden of sin dissipates
In the liberating Light of Glory !
And we are enveloped with Jesus Ascended, in the arms of Depthless Love .
We enter into the living of a Life
Where our loving, now totally free of pain,
Becomes radiant and resurgent
With DIVINE expressiveness !
We love now, as Abba’s wondrously FREE Beloved
– Within the exhilaration of Divine Fellowship !
… Suffused with the Spirit of Peace …

_________________________________
1 Poem 2021, Composed while in Saint Andrew’s Hospital, Brisbane (5 weeks) November –December 2010
2 Amos 8:10
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Poem 1022

Exhilarated by Abba’s Gaze

1

O Abba,
In yearningly gazing on You,
With Your Son’s love-lit Easter eyes
… As He joyously embraces You
In the enrapture of the Ascension …
We, His adopted brothers and sisters
Exhilarate … as You RETURN our gaze !
Your GAZE
… Your glorious Life-giving Presence …
Now fills us with Your luminous, enlivening Peace !
Your GAZE is an ever-present possibility, NOW, in the age of the Spirit
… Both for the joys and peace it brings
As You comfort our every PERSONAL ache of heart and angst of spirit,
But also, as You heal our COMMUNAL disjointedness .
O Spirit of Homecoming
Keep us ever-close,
– Through Your TOGETHERING Presence, –
Within Abba’s Heart .
Keep us ever-open, in Jesus Ascended, to Abba’s GAZE .
_______________________________
1 Poem 1022, Composed while in Saint Andrew’s Hospital, Brisbane (5weeks), November – December 2010.
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Poem 1023

Whose Am I ?

1

Salvation
Is being healed, and nourished,
Having Christ empower our future TOGETHER
… While being shepherded into the Embrace of God .
In being drawn, thus, into God’s Transformative Presence,
THESE questions naturally arise : –
WHOSE am I ?
Immediately, there comes the faith-realization
That I am God’s :
Abba, Jesus, and the Spirit CREATE us
… So, we BELONG to Them !
Our future is THEIR sacred trust !
WHY am I ?
I am created – initially, and continuously, in a host of ways :
Because Abba LOVES me into-being-who-I-am
… Into being a created, lovable expression
Of His own Self-Realization :
His Son ! His Beloved ! His Joy !
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HOW am I ?
I am empowered, and sustained, IN LOVE,
Through the Enabling Presence
Of the Spirit who IS LOVE .
I am thereby implanted with a YEARNING
To be one with Their Fellowship of Love
… Through ALL points of my journey of love
Especially, it SEEMS, when I am not true to this Love !
How wondrous in God’s Love !
WHO am I ?
I am ‘Ron’ ,
Steeped in love … through being BAPTIZED
… Immersed in the INTIMACY of the Eternal Trinity .
I am THUS drawn into Christ’s Paschal pilgrimage of love to Abba,
And, therein, I am CHURCHED .
I am given membership of this earthly Fellowship of Love
By being en-Personed, actually embodied,
Within the glorious Ascended Body of Christ,
And nourished by that very same Body !
WHO am I WITH ?
My basic belongingness, self-evidently,
Is to the WHOLE of humanity
– To a humanity SHARED with Christ
– But, Mysteriously, to a NEW humanity, PERSONIFIED in Christ .
This is so, because Christ is its UNIQUE EXPRESSION
And, therein, its ENABLING TEMPLATE !
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My DEEPER belongingness, within this NEW humanity,
Is to Christ’s own Fellowship of Eternal Intimacy
– To whom I belong, by adoption,
In the Ascended Jesus !
He thus welcomes me into that COMMUNITY of the “poor in spirit”,
Who, together are in-gathered into His very Person
… Through the Spirit of the Beloved !
Ultimately, WHO am I FOR ?
By God’s free choice, I possess a graced ORIENTATION
To the God of all life and all love
–Who forever FATHERS me, in deepest tenderness,
– Who, in the Beloved, forever BROTHERS me,
– Who, in the Spirit, forever EN-SPIRITS all who love
… And all of regenerated creation …
Into a wondrous Unity .

_______________________________
1 Poem 1023, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, December 2010.
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Poem 1024

The Enlivening Light of Intimacy

1

The focus of Abba’s one Gaze of Love …
Abba’s one Divine Yearning, Eternally fulfilled …
Is His Most Lovable Son
… Who enfolds our many millions of hearts as well !
In this Enrapture, in the Spirit –
The more luminous Abba’s desire to be with us, IS
… The more do we sense the sweet Mystery of His caresses,
… The more Abba opens us, to giving-of-our-selves IN Christ,
… And, yes, the more tender is Abba’s surrender TO us,
And the deeper our mutual love IS, IN Brother Jesus .
Indeed, as we feel Abba’s arms wondrously encircle us
– His caressing fingers telling us we are His,
His cheek warmly touching ours –
We sense His Gaze
Welcoming, encompassing ours,
As the enlivening Light of Intimacy !
As we sense His Breath moving within us,
Vivifying, drawing us together
… Forming us into the wondrous Oneness
Of the very Person of His Only-Begotten, His Chosen One …
We KNOW we are Abba’s, Eternally !
___________________________________
1 Poem 1024, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Brisbane, December 2010.
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Poem 1025

Open to Love’s Divine Depthlessness

1

In being drawn into God’s Intimacy
Our lives always CHANGE :
… We are enabled, IN Christ, to integrate our past, wholly differently !
… We are GRACED to experience our present life, surpassingly differently !
… We envision our future transcendently – within CHRIST’S very Person …
Such that –
Our loving, opens to Love’s Divine Depthlessness,
Our relationships are ALL transformed,
… Either to accompany those others who experience God’s Intimacy,
So that our spirits FLY FREE, in the Freedom of the Spirit ;
… Or to BE CHRIST UNFAILINGLY to those who cannot, or do not,
Experience this Intimacy .

_______________________________
th

1 Poem 1025, Year 12 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast Holidays, December 27 2010.
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Poem 1026

The Wise Person

1

“Wisdom illuminates the deepest nature of things .”

John O’ Donohue.

The wise person
Integrates abiding feelings, with deep insight …
Wedding the feminine-in-life, to the masculine
– All into a complementary, unitive perspective .
He she, harmonizes the exclusive delights of intimate union, or of friendship,
With the inclusive compassion of self-sacrificing commitment ;
This wise one allows the treasured perceptions of the past
To commune with the visions of the future ;
And most profoundly,
Humbly acknowledges WISDOM as gift of the God who is Love
… A gift that blooms, the more fully it is gifted to others !
The wise person
Knows, with certainty,
That the key to happiness
Is to love selflessly,
Because, to value the other
… Even one’s enemies …
Is to value both oneself,
And the community,
To which all belong .
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Universally, wise people KNOW
That the deeper one’s love,
The more love GATHERS us
Into a community …
That protects, sustains, and enhances love
Wherever it reveals itself .
Further, the wise person knows …
That for personal and community love to LAST,
The sufferings of both
Need to be positively incorporated
Into the Paschal Cycle of the Loving One
– Who entered into our humanity
To suffer with us,
And crucially, to suffer FOR-US-UNTO-DEATH .
Jesus did this that we might have LASTING joy,
Joy brimming with Life … full of Eternal promise,
Alive with the everlasting peace … of Divine Intimacy .

_______________________________
1 Poem 1026, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast Holidays, January 2011.
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Poem 1027

Mysterious Communing

1

Sexual temptations are mostly self-deception
… Some, when overcome, enhance – even deepen – the person’s RELATING .
But, for many who are tempted, it means succumbing :
And, as they interact with ‘others’,
To pursue the allure, of earth’s “heaven” –now –
Such bonding is again found to be an illusion
– Merely self-deception, reciprocated .
Contrariwise, REALITY is the experience of love
… The living out of the truth – of who we are together .
Reality is COMMUNING :
Experiencing Heaven truly – as are earthen couple
… Drawn into the Mystery of Love,
Into that Love which forever surpasses THEIR love together,
… Drawn, as a couple, into that mysterious communing
– Which they share with faithful celibate hearts –
Into the foundational Love which anchors all loving hearts !
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This mysterious communing, this foundational Love
Perfects and deepens their love eternally .
Together in the Spirit, their love proclaims :
“We need to accept
That we already and forever share in the deepest INTIMACY
Possible for human hearts
… In the wondrous Fellowship of Abba, Jesus and the Spirit !
We accept that this INTIMACY is all-pervasive and everlasting
… Both marvellously adrenalizing, and deeply, deeply peaceful .”
“And so, we need to be open to God’s gift of trusting,
Letting it blossom, beautifully, and bear fruit, lavishly
… Because, we are deeply loved
… And because, we co-share, with countless brothers and sisters
–Married, and celibate –
In Jesus Ascended’s identity, wondrous consciousness, and love of Abba .”

__________________________________
1 Poem 1027, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, January 2011.
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Poem 1028

Jesus, Be All My Loving

1

Jesus, be all my loving
… Especially, be my chastity .
Be all my relating
… Especially, be my compassion .
Be my truth
… My liberating truth .

___________________________________
1 Poem 1028, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, January 2011.
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Poem 1029

When Love Leans Down

1*

When Love leans down
To kiss our lives,
To O-P-E-N hearts …
“There’s ROOM …
When Love leans down
To kiss our lives,
To draw us close –
We BLOOM .
When hearts unite
Our spirits sing :
What’s ours is raised –
ABOVE …
When hearts unite
Our spirits sing :
Our hearts are wed –
To LOVE’S .
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Our lives are Yours !
Our hearts are Yours !
OUR spirits blend –
As ONE …
Our lives are Yours !
Our hearts are Yours !
OUR spirits wed –
As SON !
Within Your arms !
Within Your heart !
Your wondrous Word –
RE-SOUNDS !
Within Your arms !
Within Your heart !
Your wondrous Love –
ABOUNDS !
There’s but one Gift !
There’s but one Love !
O ! One Embrace –
What BLISS !
There’s but on Gift !
There’s but on Love !
O ! One Embrace –
The KISS !
______________________________
*Meant to be sung ; Tune : author’s own.
1 Poem 1029,Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, February 2011.
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Poem 1030

Streaming through Millions of Hearts

1

Our FAITH comes to us
– Streaming through millions of hearts :
Thus, the birth … the wondrous experience … the glory …
Of our faith,
– Our faith together –
Streams forth :
… From the faith of Jesus, our own earthly brother
–From his faith in Abba, the love of his life !
… From the faith of Mary, the Mother of confidence-in-God ;
… From the faith of Peter, faith’s template and guide,
Together with the centering faith of the other apostles .
… From the faith of our loving Evangelists,
And of the New Covenant of Love’s other authors
Who both mirrored and amplified
The growing faith of the EMERGENT Body of Christ, the Church .
… From the faith of the maturing Church,
Which has been both inspired and nurtured
By the loving self-holocaust of the martyrs,
And by the SUSTAINED SACRIFICE, and Godly lives
Of those faithful hearts who, day by day, IMITATE the faith of Jesus .
… From the faith, MADE LUMINOUS for us,
Through the divinely infused teachings of our loving Church,
And through the heart-writings of her Saints .
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And, pre-eminently,
… From the faith by which faith GROWS :
Through that faith in the Paschal Fellowship-born-of-sacrifice,
– Present for US, within a faith-invigorating Eucharist –
Providing a deepening of faith through AT-ONE-MENT
… Our COMMUNING-in-the-Ascended-Christ …
Humanity’s ultimate source of faith in our Abba-God .

________________________________
1 Poem 1030, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, February 2011.
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Poem 1031

O Wonder of Wonders !

1

O Paschal Jesus,
Dearest of brothers !
Raised out of sin’s death : LUMINOUS with LIFE, for us !
Rapturous, in Abba’s homecoming Embrace !
Suffused, and afire, with His Spirit !
… You gift us with this Spirit of Homecoming
– To DIVINIZE our fragile humanity !
O Jesus ! Loving Brother !
WITHIN this Paschal experience of Yours
… Through this wondrous Mystery of Eucharist …
Continually DRAW US :
– Into Your suffering … Your love-focussed, love-filled suffering .
– Into Your revitalized humanity
… A totally OPEN and ALL-INCLUSIVE humanity,
Vivifying all hearts who believe,
And, through them, transforming all reality !
– Into Your enrapturous homecoming, to Your Beloved Abba !
… Drawing our most undeserving race
– AS BROTHER –
Into humanity’s DIVINIZATION in Glory, IN YOU !
Into Fellowship with the Divine !
Into Communion WITH God,
IN God, aS God !
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Into Your DIFFUSION of this Spirit of Homecoming
WITHIN humanity and WITHIN Creation :
… Into this Mystery of God’s awesome self-communication !
Into Love’s wondrous self-giving !
Into The Eternal’s luminous self-revelation !
… Into the opening of humanity – to the glories of Transcendence !
And incredibly, into enabling us to relate heart to heart,
With the God of Depthless Intimacy !
O Paschal Brother,
Draw us ! Draw all reality !
Into this Wonder of Wonders !
Into this depthless Mystery of Eucharist !
Into Your Divine Pilgrimage through the heart of humanity !
Into Your Paschal DIVINIZATION IN GLORY – OURS ALSO IN YOU !
… Humanity’s tremulous entry into the heart of Abba !
Into the most tender embrace of Love !
–Suffused with the Spirit of All-that-is-Received-is Given !

____________________________________
1 Poem 1031, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, February 2011.
‘One of my Eucharist prayers through the years’ - T.O’D.
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Poem 1032

God’s Answer to Human Indifference

1

Jesus was the total opposite of BEING INDIFFERENT :
He loved His humanity, and ALL humanity, with a passion .
So utterly committed was He …
That He took upon HIMSELF, at His Baptism –
… The vast miasma of our sin, and our indifference to God,
And later, in Gethsemane garden,
… Even our aversion to His loving Abba-God .
In the end, on Calvary, this broke His heart !
Yes ! As the last of His life emptied, on the Cross
… Evil’s utter viciousness PIERCED His heart !
Yet, through the Spirit-who-is-Paradox,
… This provided the very OPENING for God’s Love
To enter our world
–For Abba’s and Jesus’ Spirit to become Their Gift to us .
In this very Spirit …
We are DRAWN, in the Paschal Jesus,
Into the Divine Circle of INTIMACY AND LOVE
… God’s answer to human indifference !
… Now OURS, through GRACE !

__________________________________
1 Poem 1032, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, April 2011.
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Poem 1033

Grace Deeply Humanizes Us

1

Lust, greed, self-empowering,
And self-absorption in its many other guises
– Stifle, smother, and at times, suffocate human self-giving .
While, within unassisted human nature,
It is human self-giving that makes us more fully human
… Ultimately, it is the recognition of our LIMITEDNESS,
And the opening of ourselves to vitalizing GRACE
That, truly, most deeply humanizes us
… And that conforms us, ever more closely,
To that fullest and incomparable expression of our humanity
– Jesus Glorified !

___________________________________
1 Poem 1033, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, April 2011.
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Poem 1034

Wondrously Humanized

1

Swept up into Abba’s arms !
Home ! To His Father’s heart !
ALIVE within the Kiss of the Spirit !
… The Ascended Jesus
–With His humanity DEIFIED, and New Humanity now literally OPEN and accessible –
Invites us – to identify with Him,
– To ‘follow’ Him … by incorporation into His very PERSON,
– And to share in His experience of Triune Paschal Cycle of Love :
–Already, FOR LOVE, we’ve followed Him
Into the crucifixion of the self ;
For love of others, we’ve sacrificed
The many ‘selves’ we could have become,
So that these OTHERS TOO might come ALIVE, in love, IN HIM !
–Already, FOR LOVE, we’ve been raised up, exalted …
Drawn into the regenerative life of the Risen Son !
Revivified ! Reconnected to all others, ALIVE in Him !
Luminescing with the Glory of the Risen Beloved !
One with the entire cosmos, IN EXPECTATION …
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– Now, FOR LOVE, we joyfully assent
To being RAISED, further still
… Into the arms of Abba, into the very heart of Love !
… Into the Sanctuary, the Circle, of Divine Fellowship !
For Christ – and thus, for us –
This is an ecstatic journey
Into “US”…
Into the Triune Identity and Consciousness !
Herein, our earthen reality is truly HONOURED
Glorified to its ultimate expression :
DRAWN INTO THE UNION of the Ascended Jesus
With, and within, the Circle of Divine Intimacy !
The Spirit, in thus transfiguring Christ’s, and our, humanity,
DRAWS US –
Not into timelessness, but into TIMEFULNESS
Not into spacelessness, but into SPACEFULNESS
… Into a TIME, into a SPACIOUSNESS
Wherein the Spirit of Divine Reality
OPENS each personal spirit to all others, IN Christ .
Thus, His Gifts of timefulness – the FULLNESS of all timed reality,
… The whole context of our history together, IN Him …
And spacefulness – the TOTALITY of all our spacial experiences
… The whole context of humanity’s partnership with Creation, IN Him …
Now characterize our own spirit – so that we can all share
In Christ’s Godly consciousness and vision !
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The Spirit of Divine Reality
Enables this, through our own NOW-TRANSCENDENT spirit
– As it now FULLY OPENS to all other co-indwelling spirits –
So, together, we are gifted with the joy and peacefulness
Of becoming Divinely human
–Radiant personal ‘ GLORIES’ of the Ascended Jesus’
Glorified humanity !
Thus this Spirit of Abba,
Breathing lovingly through the Ascended Beloved,
Opens each personal spirit, indwelling His own Person,
To its ultimate expressive purpose
– TO SPIRITUALIZE each person’s physicality or body … for union with Abba .
Thus wholly GLORIFIED, our response to Abba’s embrace, IN CHRIST,
Can be a truly earthen, physically felt, one :
Our body THRILLING !
Our heart QUICKENING !
Our creatureliness EXHILARATING !
… As our tremulous humanity is loved into OPEN UNION
With the Divine !
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Furthermore, with the Ascended Jesus’ humanity
So utterly EN-SPIRITED
–Overwhelmed with totality of the Spirit’s loving Presence –
It is but NATURAL for Jesus’ NEW humanity
– And also for OURS, in His –
To SHARE this Spirit of Regeneration with ALL humanity,
… With a human generosity that is exhilaratingly Divine,
So that others’ “Joy may be complete” !

2

And with this Gift, of ‘Spirit-sharing’
– The fruit of the loving divinization of our humanity
In the Ascension –
The Paschal CYCLE of LOVE is complete .
Yet, we are drawn into it ETERNALLY …
RENEWED at a DEEPER level of relating and wonder
– Each time, more wondrously HUMANIZED,
In our ‘deepening’ divinization,
Than before !

__________________________________
1 Poem 1034, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, April 2011.
2 Jn 15:11
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Poem 1035

Eucharist : The Centre of Suffering

1

To many who are drawn daily
“To celebrate the Sacred Mysteries”,

2

Comes the gentle revelation, that ‘ Eucharist is the very centre of suffering’ ,
As the Eucharist’s Paschal Cycle of Love
Unfolds, firstly, in Jesus’ Passion and Death,
Jesus EXPLICITY, takes all humanity’s sins,
All humanity’s suffering … upon Himself .
Being “made sin for us” He surrenders Himself :
“Abba, Your will be done”

3

4

… Thus becoming, for us, our suffering’s CENTRE .
In Him, in the Eucharist, all human suffering is TRANSFORMED
– For here is present, the Suffering Servant,
Who “gave Himself up” for ALL who suffer

5

… Whether they accept His offered transformation or not .
Indeed, His suffering “unto death’ is TRANSFORMATIVE

6

For us, NOW
– Today, in this Eucharist –
As we lay the burden of our suffering upon Him .
This Crucified Jesus
Risen, Ascended, and En-Spiriting us,
CENTERS OUR SUFFERING
In His Eucharistic Person,
… Giving it ‘a home’ , purpose, and transcendent dignity !
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It is Jesus’ Compassionate Presence, Himself,
Who transforms all persons hollowed out by sin and suffering .
As such, He Himself is the ENABLING primal person who is THUS transformed :
Transformed by none other, than His most tender, compassionate Abba
Transformed into a RECEPTIVE HOME OF HEALING .
As such, He is healed, MADE WHOLE
… Not by some mediated means but by an integrating power WITHIN,
By the Eternal Fellowship itself
Who welcomes Him – AS FAMILY !
All suffering NOT centred on the Eucharist
All un-CHRISTENED suffering –
Sees the sufferers increasingly self-focussed
… Feeling dis-connected, even isolated .
As their sufferings overlap and intensify,
Non-Eucharistic sufferers experience
– As their stories self-witness –
A growing experience of disconnectedness
An emptiness that depresses,
And crucially, a lack of an integrating centre for their lives .
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Unmotivated by any deep sense of purpose,
The isolated sufferers’ vision of the future
Is reduced to staring, perplexedly,
At more and more UNKNOWNS !
This itself leads to their becoming
Increasingly, UNATTACHED to others’ plans and pains .
Indeed, outside the Paschal Cycle of Love,
Each sufferer is reduced even further, to enduring an existence alone :
– Marked by repetition and feelings of futility,
– Coloured by a clamouring assertiveness about one’s need for self-fulfilment,
And characterized by a blaming anger that is unfocussed, and misdirected .
If, however we accept the Suffering Servant
Into our hearts,
And are drawn to surrender our whole burden
– Our evil, our suffering, especially our sacrificial love –
Into Jesus’ care
We feel an enormous sense of RELIEF .
This relief is truly life-changing
For, now, Jesus carries our burden WITH us
And suffers our suffering for us
– So whole-heartedly, so lovingly, as to DIE from it !
Jesus’ death, out of pure love, is a DEATH-FOR-OTHERS .
His loving death removes, for all humanity,
The menace, the horror of facing death WITHOUT GOD .
In Jesus all face death, within Abba’s gaze of love,
And under this Gaze, death, the great non-reality we magnify and fear,
Shrivels to … NOTHINGNESS .
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Moreover, in the most courageously human way possible,
Jesus does NOT use his hidden Godliness
To save Himself from this fatal love-sacrifice .
In doing so, Jesus acts INSTINCTIVELY :
– Out of the utter depths of His own HUMAN GOODNESS .
Indeed, this Suffering Servant, relying on nothing of His own,

7

Places this whole situation … His destiny, our destiny,
Within the very heart of Abba’s will, within HIS loving design for our salvation .
Thus, in Jesus’ humanity, “made sin for us”,

8

Death
– Our evil’s culmination, and suffering’s culmination –
Exacts it full vengeance, its ultimate price !
There, beyond the cross, in His sojourn IN death,
Jesus plumbs the depths of the utter desperation, of the total isolation
… Of experiencing, FOR US, the absolute absence of God !
Yet, His wondrous filial trust transcends even this depthless suffering
… As He lovingly gathers all those waiting with Adam and Eve,
And raises them WITH Him, IN Him, to Life !
At this point, as Easter dawns,
Abba’s Eternal Compassion torrents forth into His Beloved in Hades
As a Light-that-Enlivens
… Banishing forever – in Christ’s OWN Person – the finality of death
And therein, vanquishing evil and its suffering !
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Abba’s Compassionate Presence
– Reaches luminously into our darkest of dark corners
…Voiding the vestiges of sin, the seed for new evil, seeking refuge there !
– Reaches tenderly, into the sin-distorted intricacies
Of our minds and emotions, integrating all !
– Reaches, with a brother’s affection, to dissolve the mutually wounding conflicts
That fuel our COMMUNAL sin and suffering .
Thus Abba, in vanquishing death FOREVER
… In Jesus’s and our, disabled humanity …
Makes it VANISH, with sin, and sin’s suffering,
Because He, who is Light, disperses ALL darkness !
Abba’s yearning, for sinlessness-in-our-humanity, is complete !
… “It is consummated !”

9

In Christ Ascended, death becomes but A POINT OF ENTRY
Into Heaven’s Life, into Fellowship !
In the moment of His Raising, on Easter Dawn,
His now Glorified Body, His very PERSON
– For us now, His Eucharistic Body –
Become the PASSAGE, the way for us,
Into the arms of Abba !
His Eternal Life, as the Beloved of Abba,
Flows now, AS His Glorified Precious Blood,
Through the arteries of our, my, NEW humanity .
In Him, we come ALIVE
READY TO ENTER … into Abba’s Welcoming Heart !
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Wondrously, since Resurrection dawn
2000 years ago,
Our very humanity has been re-configured
At its core :
Sinless ! Restored ! Free ! Lovable ! Loving !
DEIFIED, as God’s BELOVED !
Ours is a humanity, adopted, drawn into,
The Divine Circle of Love
… Experienced, HERE and NOW – yet veiled to the world’s eyes !
Because of the sheer gift, the immeasurable honour,
Of Baptism,
Our life is a continual invitation
To live in response
To this, our TRUE NATURE :
We are invited to be
IMMERSED
In the joyfulness, the thankfulness, the peacefulness
Of a Christened humanity !
While being continually liberated from our old humanity,
We are jubilant in the freedom, and in the intimacy
That faith CASCADES
Both into our own hearts .
And into the lovingness of all our relating .
Both are awesome, true reflections
Of our dancing The Dance of Joy …
Within Abba’s Circle of Love !
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Even as we exult in this NEW humanity of ours,
And live out its intimacies, Eucharistically,
Suffering does PERSIST
… For all “who labour and are heavy burdened”,

10

Within their lives of sacrificial love .
Yet, we KNOW
– Within Eucharist –
Our hand is HELD … even as we wince at pain’s impact ;
There are ears to listen … to our silences, our whimpers, our screams ;
There are hands to soothe … so that our “wounds QUICKLY heal over” ;

11

There are the shoulders and cheeks of the Suffering One … to comfort our tears ;
And there’s always that Compassionate Presence … whose companioning hug
Can gently turn into a Kiss … of a heart-warming Friend .
Thus, the Eucharistic Jesus,
In welcoming ‘as His own,’
Our “broken, humbled hearts’

12

– And the whole miasma of human pain –
Personally CENTERS our suffering :
So that we can share His dignity, identity, and destiny !
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Through our celebration of the Paschal Cycle of Love
– In the Transformative Presence of Jesus –
Self-absorption … becomes the grace to co-sacrifice with Jesus,
Fear … becomes the embrace of a Friend,
Isolation … becomes suffering hearts communing together,
And ‘a life without purpose’ … becomes a heart-warming Presence
Who centers our life .
Truly, Eucharist IS the very centre of our “Newly Human” lives .

13

____________________________________
1 Poem 1035, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Marian Valley Retreat, May 2011.
2 Penitential Act introduction, Mass.
3 2Cor 5:21
4 Mt 26:42
5 Cf Lk 22:19 Also, consecration formula Mass 1 to 4.
6 Phil 2:8
7 See Is Chaps 53 to 55
8 2 Cor 5:21
9 Jn 19:30
10 Mt 11:28
11 Is 58:8
12 Ps 51:17 Grail.
13 Cf Eph 2:15
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Poem 1036

Pathos – the Depths of Life

1

Experiencing human pathos unfolding in others
Calls forth a CHOICE from us :
To allow it to touch the core of our spirit
– Where we can come together to commune,
In a profoundly humanizing way –
Or,
To DISENGAGE,
– For whatever reason –
From our own KIND,
Especially, from their suffering,
And thus, by degrees, from OUR suffering,
And ultimately, from our own very selves .
Thus by shying away from pathos in others
– From the depths of life –
Our own RELATING to others is white-anted
– Cumulatively becoming more superficial,
More UNKIND to our KIND,
More hard-hearted .
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Contrariwise, the journey INTO pathos enriches our humanity .
While we can pre-suppose some initial sensitivity of heart, in most,
The journey is a schooling in the depthing of human emotions .
In early years,
As our heart flows with SYMPATHY for others,
Grace by grace, we seem DRAWN, to discover …
That EMPATHY lies at the heart of sympathy
– Deepening it, personalizing it .
Then as grace ripens our heart,
We are LED, little by little,
– In the context of others’ losses, isolation, and suffering –
To deepen even our empathy …
As we are PRIVILEGED to experience others’ pathos .
Indeed, their call to our heart
Is a clear invitation to us
To CO-EXPERIENCE with them, to ACCOMPANY them .
If our hearts’ general response is a “yes” ,
We grow to IDENTIFY
With those centering feelings
Which touch deeply into the human spirit .
And, crucially, this deepening journey
Reveals the human face of our being “drawn” and “led”
– The loving Presence of the Paschal Jesus,
The figure of pathos GLORIFIED !
Pathos with a DESTINY !
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This man of Gethsemane garden,
Takes us by the hand,
And leads us WITHIN the spirits of those we ACCOMPANY .
Firstly, The Crucified gentles us, to comfort them with tenderness,
Then, He encourages us, to carry their crosses , WITH Him
… Often moving us to share some INSIGHTS into suffering
– Themselves, GIFTS of our graced participation in His Paschal journey .
The Resurrected Jesus’ heart’s purpose, WITHIN OUR PATHOS,
Is to include all involved
In a new, surpassingly profound HUMAN bonding :
In His own Father’s DIVINE UPLIFTING of our humanity
– In our being raised up, in Christ, as a “New Humanity” within history !
Wondrously, the Spirit of the ASCENDED Jesus
Lovingly draws us beyond this transformative human experience of pathos,
Into the ultimate depths
Of the wholly DIVINE experience of pathos !
We are drawn into each Divine Person’s ‘suffering’
As each suffers the limitless loss of Their Self,
As They eternally surrender Themselves
To each Other ;
And, simultaneously are also drawn into each Person’s ‘ suffering’
Infinite yearning,
In Their limitless need for each Other .
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Simultaneously, with both these Gifts
We are drawn into the unitive Gift
Of the DIVINE COMPASSION
Of each Person’s
Co-experiencing the Others’ limitless loss and need
… Coalescing in a wondrous Fellowship of Compassion
–The God of Love’s most sacred gift
To those who co-journey humbly, in Christ to the DIVINE DEPTHS of pathos .
So, as we undergo OUR OWN PATHOS,
We are surpassingly comforted
Because we KNOW we are not alone …
But mysteriously CO-EXPERIENCE the deepest reality of pathos
Within the heart of Eternal Tenderness .
Thus, our experience of pathos is REVEALED
–As our heart’s Heart ACCOMANYING us WITHIN
… Yearning to work Their compassionate wonders within us !
A deepened faith CONFIDENTLY SENSES both this attentive tender Presence,
And the need for humble fidelity to Eucharistic Celebration
To express our heartfelt thankfulness for it
… As we continue to be drawn ever more deeply,
Into the Fellowship of Mutual Compassion,
Into Their all-encompassing Circle of Love .

_________________________________
1 Poem 1036, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, May 2011.
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Poem 1037

The Choice within Suffering

1

Because of Calvary, wherein Christ draws ALL to Himself,
And because of Christ’s Presence at the heart of all human suffering
– And thus, at the heart of evil and of death –
We all have a CHOICE :
To be confounded by its MYSTERY – alone, without a destiny,
Or
To allow ourselves to be drawn, through it, into MYSTERY –
To be REGENERATED in Jesus Risen,
To be RE-EMBRACED by the Father
To be EN-SPIRITED for Fellowship .
Facing the mystery of suffering alone, is a deep burden to bear :
Our will turmoils … to accept it, and our mind is baffled …
So we rarely seem ready to view it as REDEMPTIVE .
Thomas too,
Though blessed by Jesus’ welcome, warmth, and friendship,
Baulked at this hurdle, post Easter :
‘ The Master’s wounds end with death – not life !’
… Rendering his earlier rallying cry, “Let us too, go and die with him !”

2

As a particularly FEAR-FILLED show of bravado .
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Gently, His Risen Friend draws him
Into Life’s New Reality
… Inviting him to insert his trembling hand
– And ours –
Into His blood-fleshed spear-wound
… His, and our, entry, to the pierced but beating
HEART OF GOD !
Crumpling to his knees, Thomas gasps in awe
“O My God ! My God ! Jesus, my GOD !”

3

In effect, Thomas prays this prayer for us :
Jesus, our GOD !
You have TRANSFORMED death
Ever more !
By CHOOSING to journey to death’s very heart,
You have absorbed all its possibilities !
And thus, O God ! BROTHER to us all,
You have TRANSFORMED every facet of death !
And, in Your wondrously Divine humanity,
Rendered it so, Eternally !
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‘ Your very PERSON,
Becomes for us all …
Our Way, our Passover – and our Bridge
… From life to Life !
… From love to Love !
… From fellowship to Fellowship !
… From the constricting effects of suffering in our life,
To the liberating joyfulness of Life, in Your Person ;
… From our love’s struggle with evil’s isolating power,
To the luminous intimacy of communing with LOVE, in You ;
… From human fellowship, disintegrating through death’s insistent claims,
To the Fellowship founded on the faithfulness of the Divine Persons !’
‘ O Paschal Brother ! Our Human God !
In transforming all our suffering, all evil, death itself …
Your OPEN humanity
Has itself become our ACCESS, our WELCOME
Into Your Eternal Circle of Love !
Into ‘ the Now’ of Divine Intimacy !’
Truly, our suffering,
– Both for ourselves and for those we suffer –
Becomes a Paschal opening
Into the heart of our Abba-God :
Our Christlike suffering opens God’s arms
– Outstretched to embrace us .
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Our death – within Christ’s –
Opens God’s heart
To become one with His Beloved,
And thus, with us :
Together, in the Dance of Love !
Charged, with the Spirit of Life !
At rest, in the Spirit of Peace .

___________________________________
1 Poem 1037, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, May 2011.
2 Jn 11:16
3 Cf Jn 20:28
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Poem 1038

Their Ache Becomes My Ache

1

I can no more WITHHOLD my prayer of loving compassion
From the suffering heart of the world … from all hearts who ache,
Than I could REFUSE
To sweep a lone, whimpering infant up into my arms !
Their ache becomes my ache :
My praying heart belongs to them !
Their outward ache – for relief from suffering,
Is, inwardly,
An ache to-be-held, to-be-companioned
… An ache to-be-given-over-to-Another,
An ache for Love’s Torrent, Christ’s Spirit,
To inflow, to overflow, and to TRANSFORM !
IN Christ,
Such prayer enchalices their life with mine
… The very entirety of their suffering with mine !
It enchalices their lifeblood
WITH my life “given up for them”.
Both flow forth from Christ’s own Calvary’s Eucharist
Poured out for us, to the fondest of Fathers
… Whose own heart ached with compassion,
To share His Son’s Lifeblood with us all .
______________________________
1 Poem 1038, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, June 2011.
2 Cf modern Eucharistic Consecration Prayer.
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Poem 1039

The Ache for Intimacy

1

(Latin adjective – INTIMA : inmost, innermost, personal.)
A deepening desire for human intimacy
Becomes an ache … an ache for UNION
– Uniting with what is specifically personal,
With what is innermost in the other .
… This is through sexual exchange, for many,
Or, for even more, through mutual tenderness,
And through the sharing of deep feelings,
… Even to the blossoming of wedded spirits .
With union, the ache subsides, and sublimates …
Into something beyond desire
– Certainly beyond any self-focussed satisfaction –
… Into a reality that ABIDES :
The joy and peace of becoming one together .
Intimacy with God is profoundly the same
– And wondrously different !
Our yearning for intimacy with the Divine
Comes not of ourselves, but is IMPLANTED
… As a gift from a God with a human heart
– From Calvary’s Jesus .
His fiery longing for union with Abba
Is a template for ours
– A longing not merely to the imitated,
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But IDENTICAL with Christ’s …
Such that we personify Him, to others .
Yet the intent of our human heart
Is so fragile !
Our faith, so fickle !
Our eyes wander … our hearts tremble … our purposes dissolve .
The wondrous beauty of Abba’s Gaze
No longer seems enough !
Distracted … we turn aside …
To possessions, to power, to pleasure .
Creaturely attractions
Seem … so tangible,
So much closer, so more real
–Than the God of all life !
Than Love itself !
Our hearts ache for the creature
… Deserting the Creator .
Or we ache for union with a tinsel god,
… Trading our hearts for trifles
–For a mirage of treasure, power that evaporates, minutes of pleasure !
Our hearts feel unanchored … adrift, aimless, lost …
Aching again for God’s encompassing Fellowship .
Oh ! What to do ?
Thank God … that God IS God !
Thank God, who, with infinite fondness,
Gathers our bruised hearts, in loving hands
Re-shaping them in the likeness of His Son’s ;
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Resuscitating them with His Beloved’s divine desire
… With the warmth and wonder of His intimacy with Abba !

Prayers of thanks well up within our hearts :
‘ Dearest Abba, the Mystery of Your Love
Simply overwhelms us !
While it’s true that we falter
In the very midst of Your friendship …
And even in the embrace of Your Fellowship,
And continue to fail …
Still, our weaknesses wondrously demonstrate
That unconditional trust in You
– Not our strivings –
Is all that MATTERS !
Indeed, these same weaknesses
Mysteriously manifest
Both the immediacy and open-endedness
Of Your compassion,
And the depthless kindness
Of Your soft-hearted tenderness
To us’ .

_____________________________
1 Poem 1039, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community Brisbane, June 2011.
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Folio Fifty-Three
Poems 1040 – 1059
1040

My Heart Belongs to Others.

1041

Let All Hearts Change.

1042

A Truly Depthless World of Wonder.

1043

Ocean of Peace.

1044

Refusing to Change, Breeds Estrangement.

1045

The Divine’s Enabling Presence.

1046

To Be Eucharist for Others.

1047

To Live As You.

1048

O Spirit of Sacrifice, Fire Me.

1049

Love Colours All We Are.

1050

Together … O Together ! *

1051

Our Sole Relationship with God.

1052

Love-Lit by the Spirit.

1053

Jesus Sacrificed Himself.

1054

Faith and Charism : A familied Inheritance.

1055

Towards Fellowship.

1056

Destiny.

1057

A Wedding Blessing.

1058

To Be So Unaware.

1059

“I Can’t Help Being Rich …”
*Meant to be sung.
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Poem 1040

My Heart Belongs to Others

1

My heart belongs to others ;
It does not belong to me alone .
It belongs to that universe of hearts
Beating with one pulse of Energy
… The Spirit of the Ascended Christ .
My heart’s ‘ON LOAN’ – eternally !
It beats for all of us,
For all of Christ’s New Humanity,
Which, vitalized with the Spirit of Energy,
Pulses joy to every capillary,
Christening all our strivings with enthusiasm,
Nurturing every tissue with Life,
Sustaining all our senses to be responsive to others,
Enabling us to forgive all who sin-against-togetherness,
And REVIVING all of us who wander off alone
–All, with Christ’s Precious Blood, ‘poured out for us’.
Indeed HIS/our heart, is ON FIRE with love,
Love pouring forth upon His Family of Fellowship
… Coursing INTO the hearts of all who long to love .
It is a heart consumed by the fire of giving,
A heart replenished by the fuel of receiving :
Becoming a source, and focus, of communion
… A living Eucharist .
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While it is a heart that beats ceaselessly,
It is also a heart, at rest
… Both, within the RHYTHM of its beat .
It connects each to all others, in its pulse of giving,
Being receptive to all others, in the peace of its resting .
The Spirit-song of this RHYTHM unfolds thus :
‘You in Me
And I in You,
Father and Son
Together as one
–That they may be one, in Us
As We are, in them .’

2

_______________________________
1 Poem 1040, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2011.
2 Cf. Jn 17:21,23
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Poem 1041

Let All Hearts Change

1

O Spirit of Jesus’ heart, LET ALL HEARTS CHANGE :
May the hearts of all people, world-wide, IN — IN— AND IN —,
And the hearts of all Aussies, all Queenslanders, CHANGE .
May the hearts of all Brothers, world-wide, and in Oceania,
And the hearts of my own, and wider family CHANGE .
–Especially those who undervalue, neglect, or reject
Your offered love … especially in Eucharist .
May my own heart be wholly transformed – into that of Jesus ;
And, with the hearts of all above,
Come together, with one heartbeat,
In the heart of Jesus, our loving brother .

_______________________________
1 Poem 1041, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2011.
NOTE : This poem-prayer is used by the author, as a post-communion prayer.
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Poem 1042

A Truly Depthless World of Wonder
“Night hides the earth – but reveals the universe !”

1

ANON.

While to our physical gaze,
Night can unfold a staggeringly complex, and stunningly beautiful universe
– Verging on the transcendent, in scope –
The night of OUR SPIRIT also,
Can reveal another, truly un-‘sensed’ world of wonder,
That our Beloved Brother THRILLS TO
–His Communion with Abba in the Spirit !
This is the very LIFE
They choose to LIVE within us
… In utmost intimacy !
Accumulatively, as years of grace unfold, for those of humble spirit,
Their ‘night-time’ wonders of sharing in Divine Intimacy,
Are experienced ever more deeply .
Indeed, this world of wonder is only possible
For those who are called to share in the Divinely-human gaze
Of our Ascended BROTHER, Jesus .
Only AS FAMILY TO CHRIST, can we participate !
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Significantly, this wholly graced, integrating experience
– Commonly arising out of the suffering of our spirit’s ‘night’ –
Becomes, ever more, the ‘sensed’ focus, also, of the DAYLIGHT of our spirits .
Still, the fruits of such communing
Constantly and forever SURPRISE us :
Grace forever transcends our human estimations
And yes … even our graced hopes !

_______________________________
1 Poem 1042, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2011.
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Poem 1043

Ocean of Peace

1

Strolling along a sunlit, mid-winter’s shore on the Coast of Gold
– The mid-morning sun still to the east –
I become another witness to the paradox
As to how the Pacific, the mother of seas, with its gargantuan potency,
Is mostly a kitten, not a lion-king !
One ponders how this boundless reservoir
Of quintillions of quintillions of tonnes of fluid-force, empowered by the titanic engine of winds
– At times, terrorizing cyclonic gales –
Has the stark potential for devastation, and yes – annihilation !
Yet, on my sun-kissed saunter on Tugun beach, I reflect how this ocean of peace,
Normally releases its store of energy gently, even softly,
Onto the receptive sand of the ancient land,
… Where, it seems, it wants to relax, to sunbathe
… Offering , in return, to massage its host
The winter’s sub-tropic sunshine
– Amplified by the sparkling air, and by the glistening whiteness of sand –
Sharpens the profile of the dark symmetry of Norfolk pines,
And the CARBOARD CUT-OUT, high-rise horizon of Surfers Paradise
AGAINST the bright, bright blue of the sky .
This visual assault of blueness, acts to LIFT the eye, and heart,
UP and OUT !
… Exposing us to nature’s elemental embrace !
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Under this azure canopy,
The contrasting colours of the beachside bungalows clamour for our eyes’ attention ;
As do the traceries of white clouds on the horizon
– Sharp-cut against the ocean’s green .
These low-clouds are counterpointed by jet-stream-high striations
… Lingering, ‘til totally dissolved in the vast blueness .
But it is the humility of the all-patient Pacific, at my feet,
That injects reality into my reverie .
Today is not a day of breakers and surfers :
Rather, my gaze is beguiled by the endless curls
Of serried wavelets, reducing to mini-waves,
Releasing their green energy
Into a threshing churn of water, sand, and bubbles, at my feet .
This hissing churn itself then re-transforms …
Splaying out in a criss-crossing pattern of crescents
– Whose racing fringes form filigrees of foam,
And swathes of saline suds, vying to overlay each other .
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The water, in the wake of these foaming vanguards,
Flattens to a sheening expansive surface
– To a gleaming moving mirror –
That fleetingly captures a miracle at play :
The luminous brilliance of the sun, at one’s feet !
This startles the eye
– Sending our image-forming powers reeling !
Punctuating our spirit with wonder !
Yet, there’s more : there BELOW, beside the ‘sun’,
Are the white of clouds, and swathes of blue skies !
Just as suddenly, the ‘mirror’ becomes transparent …
And the arcs’ edging, a fretwork of foam,
Fans out, in a final caress of the sand .
All this, is just a stroll along a sunlight shore …

___________________________
1 Poem 1043,Monthly Retreat – Tugun, Gold Coast, July 2011.
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Poem 1044

Refusing to Change, Breeds Estrangement

1

If we confront personal changes …
With barriers which preclude CHOICE, or with evasive rationalisations,
These avoidance tactics can shackle
Both our inner life,
And the genuineness of our relating to others
… Reducing the latter to little more than role-playing .
The restrictive effects on our INNER life, in particular,
Can cumulatively DIMINISH –
Not only our sense of self, and our sense of God,
But also our very capacity to choose FREELY .
Indeed, our initial erring sense of an exclusive notion of self
… Untouched, we think, by CHANGE all by OTHERS ...
Slowly turns to its opposite : feelings of estrangement and isolation
– As we fail to change, as others change,
So that they, no longer, truly know us !
This is more profoundly the case with our God :
… When, having refused TO CHANGE, personally,
We beg our God – “Open the door for us” !

2

… To which God responds “I tell you solemnly,
I DO NOT KNOW YOU !”

3

_______________________________
1 Poem 1044, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2011.
2 Mt 25:11
3 Mt 25:12
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Poem 1045

The Divine’s Enabling Presence

1

To be truly free is, constantly, to WELCOME
God’s PRESENCE within our hearts .
Because God ever transcends all our choices – past, current, and future ,
God’s sheer Presence always MULTIPLIES our available choices :
Powerfully increasing the possibility
That our choices will accord with God’s
… Freeing us to be ever more open
To the Divine’s Enabling Presence,
… Un-shackled from our past,
… Uncompelled by future expectations,
… Alive within God’s ETERNAL PRESENT !

____________________________________
1 Poem 1045, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2011.
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Poem 1046

To Be Eucharist for Others

1

To be Eucharist for others
Is to live the Trinitarian Reality –
‘ In receiving ALL,
We give ALL’.
For us creatures, to receive ALL …
The self needs to have wholly surrendered itself –
To have co-identified
With the self of Christ,
Whose perfect giving, is to totally surrender Himself to Abba .
Moreover, as human beings, ever subject to growth,
‘ The ever more we give,
The ever more we receive’
… For, in giving,
Our spirits OPEN and DEEPEN :
Our very capacity-to-receive, GROWS !
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More profoundly still,
Our giving,
In its inner nature,
Is DRAWN, beyond itself,
Into the transcending REALITY OF LIFE
… Into the Mystery that centres all self-giving …
JESUS’ PASCHAL PERSON !

This Mystery itself draws us within an ever-deepening MUTUALITY
–With, and within, the Divine Fellowship of Love
… Wherein, in all our giving,
Knowingly or not,
We give of ourselves
To Abba, with Jesus, in the Spirit !
THEY, in deepest responsiveness,
Give Their very Selves to us
– In a Divine Giving
That is WONDROUSLY INTEGRATIVE
… Of all that is ‘ giving’ and ‘ loving’ in us .
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Thus, in our self-gifting,
We are graced, to share
In that eternal rhythm of giving and receiving
– The Pulsing of the Spirit,
Beating at the very heart of our Renewed Humanity !
Thus, humanity’s deepest purpose
Mysteriously unfolds …
In giving all of ‘who we are’,
We receive all of ‘who They are’!
Love, truly given, in Christ,
Becomes
Love wondrously received !

_________________________________
1 Poem 1045. On the Author’s Golden Jubilee trip * ,Southern Australia, Sep to Mid-Nov 2011.
*NOTE: Br Kevin McDade and the author together celebrated their 50 years in Religious Life, by taking a car trip, over
two and half months, through New South Wales, Tasmania, South Australia, and Western Australia, and returned …
through all the above ( save Tasmania) to Queensland. They often stayed at Brothers’ houses.
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Poem 1047

To Live As You

1

Jesus, I am Yours, and You are mine !
I love to live AS You
… To live as the best of all humans,
As the One perfectly open to the Divine
… To live PASCHALLY,
Choosing as You chose,
And as You eternally choose –
To be eternally Fathered into Life !
And so, Abba, I thrill to ‘be’ Your Son !
Ever thankful for Your unutterable tenderness
… Eternally rejoicing in surrendering to You !
And Loyce, I exult in being en-Spirited by You :

2

… Enthused and afire with the Life You are for us !
… For being TOGETHERED, with Abba, in You !

_________________________________________________
1 Poem 1047, On the Golden Jubilee trip, Southern Australia, Sep to Mid-Nov. 2011. ( See note for Poem 1046.)
2 “Loyce” is my familiar name for the Holy Spirit who is LOVE, JOY, and PEACE. Pronounced ‘LOY-CEE’.
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Poem 1048

O Spirit of Sacrifice, Fire Me

1

O Spirit of Sacrifice, fire me with faith :
–To eat the Eucharist of open-heartedness,
So as to feast on this Bread of Fellowship
… The Body of Him who nourishes us
With his Paschal Identity ;
–To drink with Jesus the Chalice of suffering, for others,
So to share this Paschal Wine of Joy
… The Lifeblood of Him who draws us together
In Himself
–HEREIN, to become one, in the Circle of Love :
Of Abba’s Banquet of Paschal Peace
… The Wedding Feast of the Lamb …
Through Your Enabling Communing, O Spirit .

____________________________________
1 Poem 1048, Week of the Author’s Golden Jubilee Mass, of 50 years in Religious Life ; Dec 2011.
NOTE: A wonderful prayer in preparation for Eucharist.
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Poem 1049

Love Colours All We Are

1

The RADIANT LOVE of Abba’s and the Ascended Jesus’ glorious encounter
IS the Spirit .
Wondrously, it is the Spirit’s Very Person, THAT IS :
– Their Mutual Loving
… Thus profoundly ENABLING our mutuality ;
– Their Relating to Each Other
… Thus profoundly ENABLING our relationships
– The Fire of Attraction between Them
… Thus profoundly ENABLING passion between us .
Indeed, it is through Their Embrace
… That is, Their Spirit of Love …
That Abba wondrously envelops, and animates
Our newly regenerated Paschal humanity
… In Christ’s …
With Divine Life !
Through the Spirit, we are DRAWN, IN Jesus Ascended,
To Abba’s heart, with Fatherly tenderness
… Earth’s Face, cheek to cheek, with Heaven’s !
Through the Spirit, we yearningly reach out, IN Jesus Ascended,
To tenderly hold Abba’s Face in our hands !
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In the Love breathed forth in this Embrace
– BETWEEN Abba and the Ascended Jesus –
The Spirit
Is the Breathing In, and the Breathing Forth,
Of this Love
–Personalizing the RHYTHM
Of Divine Giving and Divine Receiving .
But the Spirit is still more bountiful in giving
– Wondrously more !
As Abba and Jesus Ascended embrace …
Their common Divinity OPENS
Each Person, EVER MORE FULLY, to The Other
… Lover to Beloved,
… In the self-surrender of deepest love,
In the Agape of joy !
Each pours forth the whole of One’s Being for The Other,
Such that the Spirit is KISSED forth
Between Them
–As the ETERNAL KISS
… The focus of Divine Communion !
… The focus also, of OUR Fellowship of Love !
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Most wondrously,
The Spirit-Kiss
Is alive with LIGHT
… A LIVING BRILLIANCE lighting up, delighting all those
Who, at the EPICENTRE of Divine Communing,
Thrill to be IN THE NEW CREATION : CHRIST !
Christ in turn, THROUGH them, transforms … illuminating with beauty,
The rest of Creation !
This wondrously vivifying and transformative Spirit-Light
Illuminates our very spirits – EVER MORE brilliantly,
And does so – IN ‘COLOUR’
… Matching Abba’s “ various gifts” , to our variegated personalities !
Indeed, the Spirit’s GIVING
Is charged with ALL the colours of the spectrum :
… Aswirl with Heaven’s myriad tones and hues !
… Alive with its countless shifting colour combinations and patterns !
In deep truth, the Life of Grace is an enchanting place
Dazzling our hearts with all the colours of Creation !
Fascinating, inspiring, challenging us … beautiful in its subtleties .
The Spirit is everywhere ALIVE :
Stimulating, affirming, celebrating …
Overflowing all with possibilities,
Wondrously versatile, in highlighting Love’s expressiveness !
Thus, in thrilling our hearts
– Both with sheer surprises, and harmonies of equality –
The Spirit-Kiss colours our whole consciousness,
Setting it asparkle with delight !
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The Spirit’s rainbow creativity
– At work, at play, in our spirits –
Has our hearts GLOWING WITH COLOURS
– Variously … for high joy, for silent faithfulness, and for deep gratitude .
Contrariwise, our hearts can grow dim and dull,
Darkened by our sin, unfaithfulness, and self-focussing .
Colourwise, the Spirit who is Mutuality and Relationship
Might be irridescent green …
The Spirit who is Fire and Passionate Eros
Might be lustrous red …
The Spirit who is self-sacrificing Agape
Might be radiant purple …
The Spirit who is Breath and Divine Rhythm
Might be shining sky-blue …
And yes, the Spirit who is the Kiss of Eternal Intimacy
Could very well be the purest white light,
Suffused with gold …
The Spirit gives AS the Spirit pleases
– Setting our world aflame
With all the colours of Love !

_______________________________
1 Poem 1049, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast holidays, December 2011.
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Poem 1050

Together … O Together !

1

*

Loving … Lovely … Abba
O Loving ! Lovely ! Abba !
O Abba ! Our Abba !
With Loyce … Our Love.
Loyce … Loyce … Loyce
O Spirit of our Loving
O Loyce ! Our Loving !
O Loyce ! Our Love !
Together … O Together
Yes together ! O Together !
Breathing … our Loving !
O Breathing our Love !

______________________________
*Meant to be sung … to the tune, “Easter Bonnet”.
1 Poem 1050, Year 13 of Prayer Ministry, Gold Coast holidays, December 2011.
NOTE: The Author’s Group Song: ‘ Together’ is his secular alternative of the above poem. See Poem 1299.
The poem above, is central to the author’s spirituality .
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Poem 1051

Our Sole Relationship with God

1

To awaken, pre-dawn, with the joy of the Divine
Coursing through my being,
To come ALIVE, with the glorious consciousness
Of Jesus Ascended
… Being embraced by His Loving Abba …
Is to be, in that Encounter, not just ONE OTHER PERSON
ALONGSIDE
Jesus’ open, transcendent humanity …
But ONE WITH IT, becoming ONE PERSON IN HIM !
Wholly, at home, in His IDENTITY !
Being embraced AS Him !
The purpose of OUR becoming Son, is identical with His : to fulfil Abba’s DESIRE ;
Similarly, our sense of togetherness itself … of becoming ONE in Him,
Is based, wholly, on HIS EXPERIENCE of Paschal Fellowship :
–The Suffusing of Three Persons, in one Uniting
… Is as the sounding of three tones, in one harmonic
… Is as the Whisper of two Breaths, in one Breathing
… Three Blessings, as one Bliss !
Our spirits become present to Abba
With all the openness of Jesus’ Ascended Humanity –
Our heart movements His : His movements ours
Our expressiveness His : His expressiveness ours
Our choices His : His choices ours
– We are graced with His gracefulness !
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Such is our blessedness …
That we now RELATE, as He RELATES.
Yet, we do not relate to our Abba-God,
As just one-of-many relationships
… But are drawn into this UNIQUE, IRREPEATABLE, INCOMPARABLE
Relationship of Jesus Ascended with Abba
– As the only possible, SOLE, RELATIONSHIP
Of humanity with God !
However, central though it is to our Eternal Life with Abba,
Any ‘sensing’ of this Relationship is always FLEETING
– And is ALWAYS, within the gift of grace !
Yet hiddenly … wondrously … in this Relationship
The “I” of “my” relating
Becomes the Divine “We” and “Our” of Christ’s relating
Within the Fellowship of the Trinity .
Thus, even to awake, pre-dawn
… In dream, but not in dream …
To the seeming ‘IMPRESS’ of the Divine,
Settling within one’s spirit, AS IN CHRIST’S ,
Is to come alive to the Reality
That “my” spirit is “Our” spirit … one with Christ’s
– The meeting-place of all God-seeking spirits
– The crossroads of a NEW PASCHAL HUMANITY !
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The deeper grace is to ‘sense’ –
“My spirit belongs to Christ’s ,
And Christ’s belongs to God !”
… And to be ever-grateful,
Ever-Eucharistic, for the Dignity bestowed .
Christ’s Spirit is also central to this Sole Relationship .
Christ’s Spirit ENABLES all of Abba’s and “Our” desires :
– Ordinarily, through Sacrament, Word, and Church
… Through symbol, sign and other mediums ;
– But hiddenly, in un-signed mysterious ways
… In the concurrence of external events
… In the movements of our hearts
… And in subtle ‘promptings’ within our sub-conscious .
Indeed, the Spirit CONTINUALLY
Whispers, murmurs, hums, sighs … and breathes …
Abba’s love for us
– Within Jesus Ascended’s SOLE RELATIONSHIP with Him .

________________________________
1 Poem 1051, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, January 2012.
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Poem 1052

Love-Lit by the Spirit

1

The wonder of being baptized
Is that Abba, the Ascended Jesus, and the Spirit of the Promise
Delight together
In welcoming us into the HEART
Of Their Fellowship
– Into the shining Paschal Light of Jesus’ humanity !
He BROTHERS us into this joy-filled intimacy with Divinity !
His Spirit LUMINESCES WITHIN US
… As the RADIANCE OF HUMANITY’S HOMECOMING, in Jesus Ascended
… As the WARMING GLOW of DIVINE-HUMAN Friendship
… And, as the DAZZLING CENTRE of Life Eternal
– Of BEING FAMILIED within God !
Growing ever more brighter, ever more intimate …
This Light within us
IS, AS HE IS :
A Light, simple as it is beautiful,
A Light, silent as it is gentle,
A Light, life-giving and inspiring,
A Light, nurturing and empowering,
A Light, sparkling with joy and peace,
And, most wondrous of all
… In its Divine Depths …
LOVE-LIT BY THE SPIRIT
– The Spirit of Togetherness !
_______________________________
1 Poem 1052, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, February 2012.
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Poem 1053
1

Jesus Sacrificed Himself

“Jesus loved us
And SACRIFICED HIMSELF FOR US”

2

In thus opening His heart as wide as our world,
Jesus allows SIN
To attain its victory, DEATH,
Over our humanity, once and for all
– But, ONLY, within Himself :
In death, Jesus’ PERSON certainly seemed life-less !
… Sin’s victory, total !
Yet Jesus’ SPIRIT surged with life
… Inclusive of all God-seeking hearts
Across the whole range of time !
With boundless trust,
Jesus’ spirit OPENED limitlessly
– For us –
To the Presence of His Most Loving Abba
… Hastening eagerly, longingly,
To embrace His prodigal children
IN His Beloved Son !
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OUR Father’s Love,
In thus reaching out to our entombed brother, Jesus,
And exulting in His receptive spirit
–Is a Love that transforms and integrates
– A Love deeply desirous
Of beholding His Son WHOLE again
… Divinity-spirit-body …
In all His Loveliness !
And, because Abba’s Love,
Is an Enabling Love,
Divine Desire becomes Glorious Fulfilment !
Thus, Jesus’ Divinity radiates gloriously
Through His re-enspirited BODY
–And, through us, IN Him !
Abba’s Love ensured that sin’s and death’s “victory”

3

Was an ephemeral, empty one !
Rather, Their Mutual Love
Irrevocably …
Eternally …
Enabled and ensured Jesus’s total victory over DEATH,
And over its parent, SIN
… For God’s Love, and sin, cannot co-exist,
No more than sunlight and darkness !
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Thus, as WE come ALIVE, in Jesus Ascended,
Our victory also over sin and death
Is utterly certain !
Eternally validated !
Divinely guaranteed !
But it is not a victory, for us, to unilaterally claim and utilize :
Rather, it belongs to the Spirit of Intimacy
… Who hovers over our heart,
Yearning to open it to this GIFT .
The Spirit enhances every movement of ours
… Towards receptivity
… Towards an ever-opening faith .
Such a trusting, warming faith
– Alone –
Allows Love’s Victory to claim our hearts
… Causing them to overflow with the “Joy of salvation”.

4

But what of SUFFERING
–Death’s dark fore-runner, and co-accused ?
What of its myriad mini-deaths ?
What of suffering, so intense, and chronic,
That death itself feels like a relief ?
And of suffering, so widespread, so comprehensive,
And so unsparing
That, claims to victory-over-it, seems ridiculously unreal ?
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Certainly, neither the Scriptures nor the Church
Contend that Jesus removed suffering from our lives,
Or saved humanity from it .
But both hold to the wisdom … that the Paschal Jesus
Did not leave suffering UNCHANGED .
He did redeem it – TRANSFORMING IT, from within .
By CHOOSING to live our lives, IN HIS,
And by His living HIS Life, IN OURS,
Suffering is SHARED
… Allowing Jesus to become Co-sufferer with us
– “Of course I want to !”

5

… Yearning to Christen its outcomes !
By handing over our suffering to Jesus
… Surrendering it trustingly …
6

It can become “a fundamental means of salvation”

– Enabling, what Jesus desires THROUGH it, to BE enabled .
Indeed, suffering accepted with love,
Can change the hearts of others and of the world :
In eliciting compassion from ourselves and from others
Suffering can “RELEASE love into the world”.

7

More deeply, SACRIFICIAL love
– Choosing to suffer for another …
As with a father and mother for their children –
Allows our lives to conform,
Ever more lovingly to the Paschal Jesus .
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Ultimately, such suffering can TRANSFORM OUR IDENTITY
Into that of the Sacrificial Christ :
– Jesus, GIVING ALL, on the Cross,
And, as the Ascended One, RECEIVING ALL, within the Trinity .
If suffering does transform us,
Peace of heart will settle within our spirits,
Thereby truly lessening suffering’s impacts .
More deeply still, we invite Jesus’ Paschal Spirit
–The Spirit of Sacrifice –
Into our wounded lives …
Lives which, otherwise, instinctively CLOSE IN on our wounds .
This Spirit who raised Jesus to Abba’s Embrace …
Will OPEN these wounds to become entry points
For Abba’s healing and integrative Presence ;
And will free our energies
To live the Son’s ‘divinely open’, Paschal Life
… So that, hand in hand, with Abba and the Spirit
– Even through our pain –
We experience and celebrate the deep love of Fellowship .

______________________________
1 Poem 1053, Monthly Retreat, Tugun, February 2012.
2 Gal 2:20

3 1Cor 15:55

4 Lk 1:46

5 Mt 8:3

6 Benedict xvi in Observatore Romano.

7 John Paul 11.
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Poem 1054

Faith and Charism : A Familied Inheritance

1

Our human hearts are attuned
Both to love and to faith .
Firstly, we are attuned
To ‘being familied’ in love :
To being Fathered in love, by Abba
Mothered in love, by Mary
Brothered in love, by Jesus
And, for many, to being CHURCHED in love …
By the Spirit .
As with love, so too with faith .
The faith, shared by all Christians,
Is thus, a FAMILIED, CHURCHED, INHERITANCE,
Which urges us, naturally, to a personal affirmation
Of our communal gifts .
The particular focus of faith, shared by members of a religious order
– Their charism –
Is similarly, a FAMILIED, CHURCHED, INHERITANCE :
Being fathered or mothered, by the founder,
And familied – brothered and sistered – by present members .
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The founder’s charism becomes a special empowering dimension
Of each member’s wider CHURCHED faith
– Passed on as a family inheritance
… That OPENS each member’s heart
To brother and sister others …
In the special faith-empowering way of their FOUNDER .

____________________________
1 Poem 1054, Monthly Retreat, Binna Burra, March 2012.
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Poem 1055

Towards Fellowship

1

O Abba, Jesus, and Spirit
… With our hearts coaxed open
By your limitless Love …
We are opened, in the familial fondness of Your Fellowship,
To the warmth of Your ever-faithful Friendship .
In this call to our hearts …
You cause to blossom, and to bear fruit
… Our every impulse
Towards good, towards truth, and towards beauty,
And, THUS, towards Fellowship
… Your wondrous, Divinely intimate Fellowship !

_______________________
1 Poem 1055, Monthly Retreat, Binna Burra, March 2012.
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Poem 1056

Destiny

1

Jesus Ascended delights …
In, literally, PERSONIFYING us, His brothers and sisters,
Within the Fellowship of the Trinity,
So WE can PERSONIFY Him …
Not only, now, within our earthbound humanity,
But, eternally, within the Bosom of Abba .
Anyone, “conformed to the image of the Son”,

2

Enters into the DESTINY of God’s true IKON
… The Eternal Beloved Son .
It also involves entering into the Son’s incarnated destiny
… Into the Son’s New Paschal Humanity,
And thus, into the infinitely loving Paschal Embrace of the Father and Son.
Moreover, to enter into this Eternal Enrapture and Depthless Communing ,
Is also to be filled with Their Spirit of Paschal Love .
In so entering into our divinely-human destiny
– A destiny, both promised,
And currently realized –
Our purpose, and present experience,
No longer can remain, self-fulfilment
… But God-fulfilment !
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This Spirit of Love,
“Poured forth” in OUR hearts,

3

Both unites what is the SAME
– The Divine Father and the Divine Son, and we, IN the Son –
With what is so DIFFERENT
– The non-conscious Creation, within the Eternal Trinity !
This the Spirit does, THROUGH Jesus, and thus THROUGH US
– So that we, in Him, BOTH offspring of the earth,
Become the VOICE and PARTNER for Creation,
Within the Trinity !

_______________________________
1 Poem 1056, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, March 2012.
2 Rom 8:29 (N.R.S.V)

3 Rom 5:5
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Poem 1057

A Wedding Blessing

1

May yours be a deeply happy marriage .
My blessing is that the gift of Love
You each RECEIVE,
Will ENHANCE the gift of Love you each give
… So that, lovable and loving,
You will be united
… Within Love’s Mystery .
Allow the suffering, that comes your way,
To be transformed
Into a gift of Sacrificial Love
–Given, for your spouse,
For your children,
And for others .
Pray that, together, you become
Ever more open-hearted
… Ever more open to giving and receiving love .

__________________________________
1 Poem 1057, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, March 2012.
NOTE : ‘Written for the wedding of my nephew Ged Dwan, to Amy … held at the Gold Coast, 31/3/12. – Author.
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Poem 1058

To Be So Unaware

1

How blind we are :
To be adopted as the Beloved of Abba
And to be so unaware !
We hold onto fistfuls of dollars, personal ‘treasures’
… When God has already made us ‘life’ millionaires
– With ALL that is His, to call ‘our own’!
We angle for individual advantage, a chance to shine
… When God has already allied Himself to our very destiny
Desiring that His many gifts to us,
Will ever “shine in the sight of all’!

2

We network, in power-seeking ways, to be included, in ‘inner circles’
… When God has already welcomed us as ‘life guests’
–As members of God’s Family Fellowship of Love !

____________________________
1 Poem 1058, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley Canungra, April 2012.
2 Mt 5:16
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Poem 1059

“I Can’t Help Being Rich …”

1

So easily possessed by his possessions …
The rich man eventually insinuates his mindset
– “What MUST I DO TO INHERIT eternal life ?” –

2

Into ALL his relating :
… Prioritizing HIS efforts, HIS meriting,
Before God’s Grace .
He even attends to others’ needs – but, from a stance of wealth,
And of implied power .
Pitiably, he even points to the time restraints of wealth management,
… To excuse his neglect of God !

______________________________
1 Poem 1059, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley Canungra, April 2012.
2 Lk 10:17
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